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Alternative Food Networks are emerging in opposition to industrial food systems, but are
criticised as being exclusive, since customers’ ability to patronise these market spaces is premised upon
their ability to pay higher prices for what are considered the healthiest, freshest foods. In response, there
is growing interest in widening the consumer base for alternative foods. This research asks: what barriers
do alternative food businesses face in providing access and inclusion for low-income consumers? Seven
key barriers were uncovered using surveys and interviews with 45 alternative food businesses in British
Columbia, Canada. The findings indicate that the barriers were symptomatic of structural issues in the
Canadian food and social welfare systems. Although opportunities exist for business operators to widen
access for low-income shoppers, these cannot meaningfully ameliorate food-access inequality. Rather,
these barriers underscore issues of income-disparity, poverty, and food-access inequality more broadly,
and require structural and societal change to rectify.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Producer Livelihood Insecurity; Consumer Food Insecurity
Food insecurity is growing at an alarming rate in Canada, stemming from two distinct
crises that in combination impair domestic food security: an agricultural crisis and a poverty and
hunger crisis. First, trade liberalisation which began in earnest in the 1980s created a range of
conditions that that reduce food self-sufficiency and that inhibit farmers’ ability to make a viable
income from agriculture without tremendous investment and financial risk (Preibisch 2007;
National Farmers Union 2007). Second, reduction of social service provision nationwide under
similar liberalising philosophies has fostered a crisis of poverty and hunger (Baker et al. 2010) so
that currently, more than four million Canadians identify as food-insecure (Tarasuk, Mitchell,
and Dachner 2014).
Two movements have emerged in response to these crises and are driven by two distinct
conceptualisations of the term food security (Allen 2004). This is mirrored by a similar division
in academic circles, point out Tovey (1997), Selfa and Qazi (2005), and Hinriches and Kremer
(2002). The first aims to support livelihood-insecure producers (Albrecht et al. 2013).
Participants of this movement understand food security to mean regional self-sufficiency in food
production, and as such, highlight the need for community-rooted, sustainable, alternative
agriculture (Jarosz 2008). Although they vary widely, “alternative” foods are considered for the
purposes of this paper to be those grown locally, at a small-scale and in an environmentallysensitive manner (Alkon 2012; Gilg and Battershill 1998). By internalising negative
environmental externalities, these products necessitate a relatively high retail cost (Seyfang
2006). They are produced by livelihood-insecure farmers who struggle because they do not
benefit from supports or economies of scale associated with conventional agriculture (Jarosz
2008). This movement is sustained financially by the “green economy,” a system of retail and
consumption upholding “green” values of environmental sensitivity, and to a lesser extent, social
wellbeing. With its emphasis on farmers and thriving local food systems, this movement is
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driven by a production conceptualisation of food security (Weatherell, Treagar, and Allinson
2003).
The second movement takes a consumption conceptualisation of food security, and
understands the term to mean equitable access to appropriate and adequate food for all. Through
this understanding, participants attempt to address the hunger and poverty crisis by advocating
for structural changes to address the fundamental issues affecting food-insecure consumers
(Wakefield et al. 2012). From this perspective, food insecurity is not so much about food as it is
about poverty and structural inequalities in the dominant political and economic systems.
Because both movements work toward the same end goal for food security they could
strengthen results through collaboration. However, academia and food organisations alike
demonstrate a “production-consumption ‘fault-line’” (Selfa and Qazi 2005, 451). Each
movement rarely considers the work of the other, stemming as they do from widely divergent
concerns: one of agriculture, and one of social justice. Further, when food security is understood
through either the production or the consumption conceptualisation, advocates’ resulting efforts
are invested into action in unconnected spheres: sustainable agriculture and producer livelihoodsecurity in one, fueled by the green economy (Alkon 2012), and hunger-relief and food recovery
in another, guided by charity (Loopstra and Tarasuk 2012). These two conceptualisations of the
same overarching goal bring about numerous problems in policy and at grassroots levels. The
complex social issue of developed-nation food insecurity must be addressed from both
perspectives, because as Winson points out “however worthwhile each of these agendas may be
on its own,” both remain “somewhat limited in their social impact” (2010, 586). Understanding
the inefficiencies stemming from an absence of collaboration between the two movements,
interest is rising to investigate ways to meet the needs of food-insecure consumers and
livelihood-insecure producers simultaneously (Guthman, Morris, and Allen 2006).
Resultantly, community programs that link low-income consumers with alternativelygrown produce have emerged; however these are almost exclusively carried out by charity
organisations (Wakefield et al. 2012; Krebs-smith and Kantor 2001) receiving funding through
the government or philanthropy. By contrast, such programs emerge infrequently from
operations that prioritise local food and farming using more traditional market instruments
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(Guthman, Morris, and Allen 2006). Ostensibly, this indicates that the key hurdle in reconciling
the two movements is a monetary gap; it is challenging to create an economically-viable model
that links low-income consumers with more expensive, alternative produce, produced by
similarly-struggling farmers (Alkon 2012). However, the problem is more complex than that.
Evidence suggests that the monetary gap is not the only barrier; even where it is removed,
such as in well-subsidised non-profit programs, widespread uptake by low-income consumers is
still a problem (Loopstra and Tarasuk 2012; McIntyre et al. 2012). Successful access and
inclusion are also implicated then, by barriers of society, race, history, and political and
economic systems (Guthman 2008d; Loopstra and Tarasuk 2013). Yet the economic barrier is
most widely acknowledged in public and academic discourse while these other factors are often
placed into a “black box” and investigated in little detail. Pioneering academics have begun
exploring these factors (Guthman 2008c; Guthman 2008a; Loopstra and Tarasuk 2013), but
largely, they are trumped for attention by the glaring monetary gap, and are in desperate need of
greater interrogation. To explore the challenges of reconciling the needs of livelihood-insecure
producers and food-insecure consumers, this research analyses the role of private enterprise—
that is, alternative food businesses. Through this research, I seek to illuminate the barriers
alternative food businesses face in providing low-income consumers access to alternative food.

1.2 Research Question and Objectives
To explore the challenges reconciling the gap between the needs of livelihood-insecure
producers and food-insecure consumers, this project asks, “what opportunities and barriers do
alternative food businesses face in providing access to alternative food for low-income
consumers?”
This question will be answered through the following four objectives:
Objective One:

Rank a representative sample of British Columbian alternative food
businesses based on the success they demonstrate in supporting food-insecure
consumers and livelihood-insecure producers in tandem.
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Objective Two:

In cases shown in Objective One to have low success, explore perceived and
real barriers to linking producer/market priorities with social priorities.

Objective Three: In cases shown in Objective One to successfully link producer/market
priorities with social priorities, conduct a critical analysis to determine
examples of, and conditions for, success.
Objective Four: Propose viable and profitable strategies for reconciling the gap between lowincome consumers and access to foods in alternative food businesses.

1.3 Framework
Taking a systems-level approach to this question, I visualise the problem as being
situated within the bounds of what I call a “three-tiered” North American food system, and I will
draw on this analogy to conceptualise the issues and envision ideal solutions.
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Figure 1: A three-tiered food system for North America

Figure 1 demonstrates the inequitable structure of contemporary food systems. Rather
than one democratic and inclusive food system serving all, consumers partake in different food
provisioning networks, mainly determined by the budget they can allocate to food.
The dominating actor in this figure is the conventional food system, represented by the
middle tier. This system is composed of supermarkets and restaurant chains and it is fed by
industrial, large-scale production and distribution systems (Winson 2013). It serves the majority
of customers because of its ability to provide low-cost food, tremendous reliability, and
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convenience. However, not all Canadians can afford to participate in this system, leading to a
growth of food banks and a variety of other charity-driven food provisioning schemes. Today
comprising 2000 services nationwide and serving 841,000 Canadians a month (Food Banks
Canada 2014), “emergency” food providers have come to constitute a system unto themselves.
Twenty years ago, Davis and Tarasuk pointed out that the entrenchment of this charity system
created a “two-tiered” structure of food access between the “haves” and “have-nots” (1994, 54).
Advancing this idea to the present-day, I propose that the alternative food movement, the focus
of this research, has evolved to such a place that its networks now constitute a third tier,
accessible to the “have-lots.”
The three-tiered food system can be represented as a hierarchy of privilege, characterised
by a top tier of exclusivity for wealthy consumers, and a bottom tier serving those most
excluded, suffering from poverty. The choice to represent these tiers vertically is not to further
stigmatise the bottom tier or adulate the top tier. Rather, it is the most accurate way of
representing many of their characteristics: the emergency food system is currently associated with
the lowest level of dignity, the food available there is the lowest-cost, and the highly-processed
“pseudo-foods” frequently donated as handouts exhibit lowest nutritional quality (Winson 2013). By
contrast, the alternative food system generally serves those of the highest socioeconomic profile,
providing the highest quality food, often at the highest prices. The purpose of this research is to

understand why this three-tiered system exists and to envision strategies to dismantle its
segregating arrangement. To do this, I analyse the space of greatest divergence: that which
separates the bottom-tier consumers and the top-tier foods. Examining these two extremes and
the gulf between them will best illuminate the inequalities prevalent in this three-tiered structure
and help to envision strategies for smoothing the stratification of the tiers.

1.4 Thesis Outline
In the remaining five chapters of this thesis I will address the objectives outlined above to
answer the research question presented in Section 1.2. Chapter Two provides an in-depth
literature review to contextualise the niche in which this research is situated. Chapter Three
describes the methods used to gather and analyse data.
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In the subsequent two chapters, I report results: Chapter Four evaluates the extent to
which three types of alternative food initiatives are able to successfully attract and include lowincome consumers. Finding that this level is very low, this chapter then details the barriers faced
by these businesses in linking producer/market priorities with social priorities, in accordance
with Objective Two. Chapter Five takes a more positive tone to report the successes of
businesses, meeting Objective Three.
To understand these results, I take a step back to examine this question in terms of food
systems more holistically in Chapter Six. This analysis proposes viable and profitable strategies
for reconciling the gap between low-income consumers and access to foods in alternative food
businesses, as well as the policy changes necessary to implement these. Equipped with the
findings of this research, the discussion in Chapter Seven returns to the research to re-assess the
role of private enterprise in achieving a social mission for improved food access. This closing
chapter also re-situates the research in the context of contemporary academia to demonstrate its
contributions, and to suggest its limitations as opportunities for further research.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
The purpose of this chapter is to review and synthesise bodies of literature in the fields of
agriculture and food systems in order to establish the context in which this research project is
situated. The chapter will begin with a macro-level report of the political economy of food
systems in Section 2.1. Often forgotten in discussion of local foods or hunger, macro-level
factors of conservatism, capitalism, and neoliberalism critically affect the expression of the
dominant, contemporary food system (2.1.1) as well as prevailing social inequalities and
hierarchies (2.1.2). Section 2.2 will explain the evolution of charities into roles as social service
providers, strongly linked to the aforementioned factors. By similar consequence of these factors
is the emergence of the alternative food movement, to be described in Section 2.3. The diversity
and creativity of alternative food networks (AFNs) and alternative food initiatives (AFIs) will be
described to provide the context for this research. Section 2.4 presents a candid critique of the
alternative food movement, by reporting the robust body of literature interrogating its potential
versus proven capacity to overcome the shortcomings of conventional food networks. This
section largely focuses on critiques of social inequality inherent in AFNs (hereafter termed food
justice issues). To conclude, Section 2.5 will explain how food justice issues are so often
relegated to the responsibility of already-constrained charities, while AFIs allow environmental
concerns to trump social ones. With this established, I will make the case that food justice must
be addressed within the structure of AFNs in a more meaningful and constructive way.

2.1 The Political Economy of Food Systems
Contemporary North American society operates under conservative, capitalist ideologies
and these deeply influence agriculture and food systems so that all decisions (from individual to
national scale) are motivated by economics. Increasingly, these economics are influenced by
global-scale capital circuits (McMichael and Myhre 1991) and this has implications on two
important realms of the research. First, an emphasis on free trade and global-scale competition
has directly shaped the evolution of agriculture and food systems in a way that is now widely
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considered dysfunctional (Baker et al. 2010; Raynolds 2000). Second, these political-economic
structures result in governments abdicating responsibility for social welfare concerns within
society (Poppendieck 1998; Levkoe 2011; Johnston 2007). This section furthers these arguments.

2.1.1 The Political Economy of Industrial Food Systems
Capitalism and Food Systems
Taking a historical perspective allows greater understanding of the reasons why a
conservative and capitalism-driven political economy has fostered creation of industrial food
systems. As capitalism steadily advanced over the past 500 years, agriculture was frequently one
of the last industries to be subsumed by its hegemony. Friedmann explains that in contrast to the
capitalist-dominated systems surrounding it, agriculture demonstrated a unique class structure
where property owners were also labourers. As such, labour divisions did not exist between
household and work, and production processes existed mostly in one place (1978). Farmers
controlled not only cultivation, but also the breeding, seeds and fertilisation, processing, storing,
and distribution. In countries dominated by capitalist logic, agriculture remained a non-wage
form of production long after every surrounding sector had been subsumed.
For over a century, scholars have philosophised over the classical “agrarian question”
(Moyo, Jha, and Yeros 2013), debating why, even within highly capital-driven nations, farms
powered by family labour have persisted, delaying industrialisation of the sector (Friedmann
1978; Mclaughlin 1998). Various theories have been posited for this resistance to capitalist
penetration: that the immovability and non-reproducibility of land prevent capital accumulation
(Banaji 1976, summarising Kautsky 1899), that family labour is prone to self-exploitation
(Friedmann 1978), that usury [in the past] and speculation [presently] inhibit investment into
production (Harriss 1989), and that turnover time between capital investment and capital return
is too long and unpredictable (because of weather, seasons, gestation periods, and perishability)
(Mann and Dickinson 1978).
Efforts to overcome these peculiarities specific to agriculture and its capital-return lag
time have created what is now termed an industrial food system—particularly prevalent in North
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America. Because faster turnaround equates to greater profit, capitalist influences encouraged
investment and innovation devoted to speeding up production times through breeding,
mechanisation, fertilising, and weed control. Industry began taking over more of the food supply
chain at the least risk-susceptible points where profit is most predictable: processing, packaging,
and buying and selling (Banaji 1976; Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 2014). This left
farmers responsible for only the most financially precarious point along the food supply chain:
cultivation. Capitalism transformed North American agriculture by turning food products into
commodities and shaping agriculture into an industry. Consequently, Canadian and American
farmers are now, more than ever, susceptible to factors beyond their control. Weather vagaries or
market swings can cause farmers to lose the farm. Furthermore, when their duties are limited to
cultivation only, they rely on capital to purchase inputs for production (Qualman 2011) and are at
the mercy of post-production external markets controlling storage, processing, and distribution.
Before agriculture became wholly influenced by capitalism, good harvests were a blessing;
today, they cause market prices to plummet—a scourge for the producer (Kautsky 1899
summarised by Banaji, 1976). The history of capitalism specific to agriculture is often
overlooked in contemporary analyses, but understanding its history reveals why the industrial
food system operates on a global scale with multinational companies and international trade
agreements governing many levels of the system (Friedmann and McMichael 1989) and why the
future for farmers is so dire (White 2014).
Neoliberalism and Food Systems
Once commoditised, food products quickly became a part of the global trade system, a
process accelerated by neoliberal rationalities. Neoliberalism, a political ideology, is so closely
tied with capitalism, an economic structure, that the two are rarely distinguished in food systems
literature (for a valuable exception, see Pechlaner and Otero 2010). The domination of capitalism
over all sectors of the economy (agriculture being one of the last) was helped along by neoliberal
politics; the two act in tandem. Neoliberalism is a philosophy that champions self-regulation of
the market through withdrawal of the state, for the ultimate achievement of social and economic
good (Levkoe 2011; Allen and Guthman 2006; Alkon and Mares 2012; Peck and Tickell 2012).
In action, this philosophy is characterised by: privatisation (industry or business transfer from
public to private realm) (Mansfield 2007); harmonisation of international regulations or
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deregulation entirely (Hannah Wittman and Barbolet 2011); export-oriented production and free
trade (Pechlaner and Otero 2010); unencumbered capital flow across borders (Otero and
Pechlaner 2008); and a general withdraw of the state from social issues (Evans, Richmond, and
Shields 2005). Correspondingly, neoliberal ideals permeate into society, where they encourage
acceptance of notions of individuality, singular responsibility for one’s own wellbeing, and
personal action for change (Allen and Guthman 2006; Larner 2000). Neoliberal ideals have been
entrenched by the World Trade Organization’s domination (Potter and Tilzey 2005): its support
for free markets and deregulation have spurred the growth of agribusiness giants.
Understanding these powerful forces of neoliberalism and capitalism helps to understand
the current commodification of food. In spite of these forces, however, food defies grouping with
other commodities due to its centrality in our lives. The “intimate” relationship every human
holds with food makes it a compelling focus for analysis (Winson 1992).

2.1.2 The Political Economy of Social Welfare
Just as the overarching capitalist and neoliberal political economy has shaped the food
system, it has also left its mark on social welfare. The social safety net in Canada is widely
regarded as inadequate, and for most of the nation’s history, the government has not intervened
in the financial matters of individuals (Guest 1997). Although a stronger welfare state emerged
after the Second World War (Guest 1997), Canadian social services deteriorated rapidly from the
1970s through the 1980s (Levkoe 2011; Davis and Tarasuk 1994). In less than a decade (19891997), for example, the percentage of unemployed Canadians receiving unemployment coverage
decreased 52 percent (McBride 2001, 99). Teeple describes the recent retrenchment of social
supports in Canada in his seminal book Globalization and the Decline of Social Reform (1995).
He blames globalisation, along with neoliberal-influenced deregulation and devolution of power
to private-actors as responsible for nations’ declining autonomy over their social services. This is
corroborated by McBride, who references Ramesh Mishra to argue that today’s globalised
economies have allowed Canadian national sovereignty to be replaced by supranational authority
so that the state’s only role is to take up a policy of “competitive austerity” (2001, 82). These
root problems bear resemblance to those of the industrial food system outlined above.
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It is the combination of these two issues that results in high levels of food insecurity in
Canada. The People’s Food Commission (PFC) was one of the first to clearly articulate how a
corporatised, private-enterprise driven food system had consolidated power and wealth in the
hands of a few, driving volatile food prices in the nation (Kneen 2011). The PFC worked from
1978 to 1980, but despite their early warnings and calls for proactive efforts, no policy has been
implemented to address rising levels of poverty or hunger (ibid.). Instead, soup kitchens (which
emerged during the Great Depression of the 1930s) and food banks (first established in 1981;
today numbering more than 800 nationwide) (Food Banks Canada 2013), have become the de
facto mode for combatting an ever-growing, structurally-bound problem (Kneen 2011). Section
2.2 describes this phenomenon and its associated shortcomings in greater depth.
This section has explained the political economy of the food system to contextualise and
historicise contemporary food matters. The following two sections will discuss modern-day
affairs in the food system that arise as direct ramifications of this history. The first is the role of
charity in contemporary food system (Section 2.2), and the second is the role of alternative food
networks (Section 2.3).

2.2 State Roll-back and Emergence of Charity in Canada
Increasingly, as the state has withdrawn from social service provision and poverty levels
have risen, community groups have come to take over hunger-alleviation services; not by choice
but by lack of alternatives (Davis and Tarasuk 1994). A dependence on charities to take care of
welfare issues lifts the burden of providing social services from federal and provincial
governments (Rideout et al. 2007; Wakefield et al. 2012; Riches 2002; Evans, Richmond, and
Shields 2005). The representative case is the food bank. Its rise is a consequence of the state’s
failure to provide adequately for its citizens in terms of employment, wages, and affordable
housing (Poppendieck 1998).
Scholars’ critiques (Rideout et al. 2007; Sarah Wakefield et al. 2007; Levkoe and
Wakefield 2011; Saul and Curtis 2013) indicate that the state has eliminated almost all social
service provision regarding food access. Further investigation outside of the academic literature
shows that this is not precisely the case. Provincial governments still allocate funds to agencies
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such as the Ministries of Healthy Living and Sport and to provincial and regional Health
Authorities to support community food provision (see BC Provincial Health Services Authority
2013; Food Matters Manitoba 2011; Government of New Brunswick 2015; Province of Nova
Scotia 2007). However, rather than government-instigated widespread programs, today’s form of
social service provision is carried out almost solely through grants to community-based
organisations (see VIHA 2012; BC Provincial Health Services Authority 2013), and these are
shrinking (Evans, Richmond, and Shields 2005). Furthermore, the granting bodies appear to
support food projects broadly, such that the projects receiving grants profess to promote food
security, but lack specific attention to the entire dimension of poverty and hunger elimination
(see VIHA 2012). Thus, while much academic reporting may incorrectly imply the state’s total
absence in delivering social services, it is true that its role has changed. The shift from
government-provided to government-funded programs is doing little to address hunger in
Canada. The government is supporting food-provisioning projects, but these projects are
generally not designed to provide food security to the most needy. Thus, the nationwide need for
the food bank, drop-in meal program, and other emergency food initiatives rooted in charity
remains and grows.
The emergency food system makes it clear that our current food procurement models are
inequitable and socially damaging. The rhetoric around food banking too often conflates the
notion of food security with food charity (Scharf 1999) and stigmatisation results. Foley even
uncovered a public perception of food banks serving “garbage food for garbage people” (1992,
70). The welfare programs of the past retained user anonymity, but their replacement by today’s
charity services like food banks and soup kitchens means that low-income individuals must
independently seek out food and expose themselves as needy (Power 1999). Poppendieck has
long argued that the food bank exacerbates social divisions, wherein well-off individuals partake
in feel-good token charity, investing little time or money but receiving moral satisfaction in
return (1998). This emphasises a social divide between an entitled higher class and those of
marginalised social standing.
Bocskei and Ostry argue that food charities are "overdependent" upon nutritionally-poor
foods (2010, 47). Because of a primary reliance upon donated, non-perishable foods, "the
healthfulness of foods provided to food bank users may be of concern" echoes Holben (2012,
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451). Both food bank critics and supporters argue that these foods are not appropriate for an atrisk demographic (Handforth, Hennink, and Schwartz 2013). With these findings, critics claim
that any reasoning that orients around the notion that any food is better than no food falls short
(Saul 2013). Indeed, food bank users are consistently found to have ill-health mentally and
physically (Holben 2012; Handforth, Hennink, and Schwartz 2013; De Marco and Thorburn
2008). Thus, these are the most unsuitable recipients for the highly-processed “cast-offs” of the
conventional food system (Saul and Curtis 2013, 63).
It is important to reiterate is that some food charities are actively working to address
these critiques. However, while they serve an essential need, food charities are frequently
constrained in their ability to provide sufficient, healthful food in a dignified space and are
regarded as worsening social stratifications (Riches 2002). Under neoliberal governance, the
non-profit sector has been forced to take responsibility for food system shortcomings at the
consumer end. Meanwhile, a different response to the neoliberal, capitalist forces has been
adopted at the producer end. This response has fostered the establishment of alternatives to the
flawed industrial food production complex, resulting in the creation of Alternative Food
Networks (AFNs).

2.3 Emergence of Alternative Food Networks
Through its evolution and expansion, the conventional food system has developed into a
model that is widely critiqued and considered detrimental on many levels (Blay-Palmer and
Donald 2008). Much has been written on the conventional food system, with a recent upsurge in
its critiques surrounding industrial production, negative environmental externalities, food safety
concerns, exploitation of workers and resources, and destruction of agrarian livelihoods (for
comprehensive summaries see: Halweil 2002; McMichael 2000; Roberts 2013; Blay-Palmer
2008a; Winson 1992). This section takes a point of departure from these well-articulated topics
in order to examine the alternative food movement, which is fueled by scepticism about “the
legitimacy of the practices and outcomes of conventional food systems” (Mount 2012, 109).
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2.3.1 Alternative Food Initiatives
In “resistance to globalized circuits of agro-food provision” (Qazi and Selfa 2005, 47),
the North American food landscape is now bursting with alternative networks and new models
attempting to create innovative solutions to problems in the food system. These models are what
I term collectively alternative food initiatives (AFIs). Table 1 categorises a variety of the most
common AFIs in an effort to render their diversity comprehensible. AFIs arise out of the failings
of conventional food systems, so develop in unique and context-specific ways. As such, the
categorisations provided here are intended as a preliminary foundation and are amenable to
adaptation.
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Production

Business Model
Co-operative Non-Profit

For-Profit
 CommunitySupported
Agriculture
(CSA)
 Permaculture
 Aquaponics

 Guerrilla
Gardening





Purpose

Farmer
Training

Social Service
Oriented

Retail
Distribution,
Processing

Charity

Farmers’ Markets
Organic Farms
Urban or Microfarming
 Incubator
farms
 Skill-shares
 Internships
 Mentorships
 Urban Farms hiring those with
barriers to employment
 Community
Gardens
 Food Literacy
 Culinary
Programs
training for
 Rehabilitation
those with
Agriculture
barriers to
employment
 Good Food Boxes

 Health Food Stores
 Food Hubs
 Mobile
Abbatoirs

Policy

 Bulk Buying Clubs
 Food Policy
Councils

Table 1: Examples of contemporary alternative food initiatives (AFIs).
See (Allen et al. 2003, 4) for another example

Socially, AFIs differ from the conventional food system and many authors are beginning
to analyse these social aspects (Winter 2003a; Hinriches 2003). The appeal of alternative food
arises from the consumers’ ability to construct emotional attachment to the product (Nelson,
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Knezevic, and Landman 2013; Blay-Palmer et al. 2013) and from the food’s ability to assuage
eaters’ moral consciences. This is done because AFI operations improve transparency (Goodman
2004; Barham et al. 2012; Eaton 2008) brought about by a short supply chain (Allen 2010;
Albrecht et al. 2013; Mount 2012), and strong grower-consumer interaction (Hinrichs 2003).
These qualities offer a social value rarely found in conventional food networks.
Economically too, AFIs exhibit polar contrasts to the industrial model they oppose. As
evidenced in Table 1, many work outside of a traditional for-profit orientation. That said, North
American consumers’ desire to partake in a green economy means that many alternative food
initiatives operate as for-profit businesses inside the dominant capitalist marketspace. However,
alternative and conventional food businesses are understood to function with some fundamental
differences. For-profit AFIs are based on short supply chains and direct sales to local consumers
(Marsden, Banks, and Bristow 2000). Further, they are often small in scale, evidenced by
farmers’ market produce growers and CSA producers, who can produce livelihoods on a mere
five acres (Gratz 1998). For producer AFIs, money is made on diversity rather than monocropping, because income is made from direct customers as opposed to a wholesale buyer
(Barham et al. 2012; Eaton 2008).
The unique social values noted above deliver an economic benefit to these for-profit AFIs.
This is explained by the embeddedness theory (Polanyi 1944 adapted by Granovetter 1985)
which is applied heavily in analysis of this emerging alternative food movement. In social
economics, embeddedness attempts to marry conventional economic theory and sociology,
which respectively under- and over-emphasize the role of social relationships in markets.
Embeddedness refers to social (non-market) influences on economics; in AFIs there are plenty.
As AFIs redefine consumer-producer relations, market processes are increasingly seen as
dynamic phenomena combining various social dimensions (Krippner 2001). Ipsos Reid
uncovered that by contrast to “regular” fruits and vegetables, consumers report that they buy
“local” (which can be understood as “alternative” in the context of this research) to support
family farmers (70 percent of respondents agree), because it tastes better (53 percent), is
healthier (46 percent), and is safer (44 percent) (2006, 1). These results provide evidence of the
public perceptions associated with alternative foods. The combination of these social aspects
builds a strong appeal for alternative food and illustrates a new (or perhaps renewed) set of
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interactions between consumers, food, and farmers. Communities established around AFIs have
even been regarded as “social movements” (Abbott-Cone and Myhre 2000, 187; Morgan 2009,
347).
In all of this, it becomes apparent that alternative food networks and movements are more
often defined by what they do than what they comprise in terms of food’s characteristics and its
production. Most academics describe alternatives in terms of their philosophical underpinnings:
reconnection (Winter 2003b), defetishisation (Alkon and Mccullen 2011), relocalisation
(Hinrichs 2003), and opposition to conventional (Winter 2003b; Allen et al. 2003). Rather than
defining alternatives or their associated farming practices or food characteristics, they describe
them using these terms (Renting, Marsden, and Banks 2003; Morris and Kirwan 2011). Because
this research orients around the food, it is necessary to discuss its characteristics. I will use the
characteristics of fresh, local, and seasonal in envisioning and referencing alternative food,
borrowing from the definition taken up by the food justice movement (Guthman 2011, 155).
In terms of the food’s production methods, I avoid using organic, but instead employ the
terms small-scale and sustainable. Although employed heavily in food systems literature, the
term sustainable is not always explained or defined (see for example Thompson 2001; Campsie
2008 although counter examples appear in work by MacRae 2011; Feenstra 1997). For clarity,
this work understands sustainable food production to be characterised by: production methods
based on organic principles, closed-loop nutrient cycles on farms, zero pollution of waterways or
air, improvement of soil health, and high levels of biodiversity. Facing a dearth of academic
interrogation of this term in relation to AFNs, these characteristics are employed as a synthesis of
the qualities invoked by those marketing alternative food: the producers and retailers working in
and animating Canadian AFNs. This makes the term most context-specific and appropriate.

2.4 Critiques of AFNs: Alternative Spaces as Exclusionary Spaces
As the alternative food movement has worked toward ameliorating the problems brought
about by the conventional food system, it is becoming widely criticised for creating a “tiered”
(Goodman 2004; Allen 2008) system of food access, where alternative or local foods become
niche products, available only to relatively small numbers of wealthy shoppers. Academics are
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calling attention to its social shortcomings including its racialised aspects (Guthman 2008b;
Slocum 2007), its attention to environmental over social concerns (Alkon 2012) and its
perpetuation of neoliberal and capitalist principles that foster inequality (Allen and Guthman
2006; Allen 2008; Guthman 2011). This section outlines the social shortcomings of the
alternative food movement through its evolution.
As theorists have attempted to work within appropriate and context-relevant frameworks,
alternative food research has evolved through distinct transitions. Below, I provide a brief
description of the main theories (Localism, Community Food Security, Food Sovereignty, and
Food Justice) and explain how each has been critiqued for its inability to contribute adequately to
social progress in AFNs. This is done with acknowledgement that a truly adequate review could
constitute an entire thesis, but maintains the intention of illustrating the dominant influences
impacting this research and its analysis.
An early theory to take root in alternative food discourse was localism. As activists and
scholars sought ways to politically demonstrate their disenchantment with industrial food, they
turned their attention to locally-rooted systems, in a countercultural rejection of globalised and
disconnected networks of food production and procurement. However, the dominant
understanding of localism is (among many other critiques) viewed as backward-looking. That is,
a movement to return to local can be understood as romantic at least, but worse, defensive
(Hinrichs 2003; Allen 2004) or even xenophobic (Guthman 2008d, 436). Alison Hope Alkon
points out that preindustrial depictions of localised food spaces proffered by Wendell Berry and
Michael Pollan would be rendered less beautiful and romantic if such depictions took account of
the histories of non-white individuals in that time period (Alkon 2012, 111). Guthman points out
that localism rhetoric ignores the efforts of historically marginalised groups to engage in
“American modernity and technological process,” pointing out that localism as currently
envisioned is a rather white and privileged ideal (2008d, 436). In addition to preserving historical
constructions of the local as a site of exclusion (DuPuis and Goodman 2005), local food
economies are also blamed for remaining entrenched under capitalism and neoliberal logic (Peck
and Tickell 1994). Allen (1999) adds that concentrating attention at the local level only distracts
from efforts to address the crux of food insecurity problems: macro-level structures. In this
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manner, localism as a strategy to counter globalisation in the food system both socially and
economically marginalises communities.
Recognising the inadequacy of this lens, the 1990s marked a turning-point toward a more
holistic approach for envisioning AFNs. As issues of inequality became more apparent through
the early 1990s, efforts to redress them came strongly from the then-emerging field of
Community Food Security (CFS), an offshoot of traditional food security logic and activism
(Hinriches and Kremer 2002). CFS is internalised in both research and practice so that its effects
are visible as much at the grassroots level as in academia (Anderson and Cook 1999). It
prioritises efforts to strengthen local, ecologically-sound food systems, and works toward
solutions that will provide high-quality, nutritionally-adequate food for all eaters, regardless of
income (Anderson and Cook 1999; Hamm and Bellows 2003). What distinguishes CFS from
traditional food security rhetoric is its expansion of focus beyond the household or individual. By
emphasising food security on a community level, CFS activists draw attention to marginalised
neighbourhoods where food security for all members is hampered as result of societal oppression
(Hamm and Bellows 2003).
Ironically though, CFS has actually been criticised for “promoting an ideology in which
low-income people cannot provide for their own food needs and are viewed as less-than or in
need of transformation” (Alkon and Mares 2012, 350). For as much as it has contributed a fresh
perspective to food systems literature, CFS is also critiqued for being unmindful of white
privilege in food activism (Slocum 2007), and for ignoring structural causes of hunger
(Wakefield et al. 2012).
The “colorblind” (Carr 1997) discourses of localism and CFS create shortcomings in both
perspectives, and this allows the alternative food movement to be animated by white cultural
histories and to be coded as white and privileged spaces (even if inadvertently) (Guthman
2008d). In so doing, AFNs remain problematically exclusionary. These shortcomings have
encouraged the growth of another theory under the alternative food movement umbrella: food
justice. Food justice aims its “critique at the structural barriers communities of color face to
accessing local and organic food” (Alkon and Agyeman 2011, 12). Around the early 2000s, this
term arose through the confluence of environmental justice and food security concerns. The term
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is employed in a somewhat flexible manner, but rather than degrading its power, this in fact,
contributes a robustness that food security theories have not yet experienced. Because of its more
holistic approach, it attracts and links advocates of different kinds, “including those concerned
with health, the environment, food quality, globalization, workers’ rights and working
conditions, access to fresh and affordable food, and more sustainable land use” (Gottlieb and
Joshi 2010, 5). This opens the door to allow more perspectives into the conversation that shapes
the alternative food movement.
Expanding in usage over a similar time frame, and carrying equal might, is the food
sovereignty approach to articulating alternative food movements. Food sovereignty activists take
a more global perspective than do scholars and advocates of food justice or CFS, and certainly of
localism. Influenced by the work of La Via Campesina, the powerful international peasants’
movement, the food sovereignty approach takes account of macro-level issues in food systems,
and intersects these with on-the-ground strategies for alternatives (Wittman 2011; Roberts 2013).
Specifically, proponents orient action around “loss of amenities and skills; loss of traditional
farming, food cultures, land, property and independence; vulnerability to unemployment,
dislocation and other impoverishments; rapid urbanization; increased social, economic and
political inequities; as well as poor governance, conflicts and wars” (World Public Health
Nutrition Association 2005, 785). Food sovereignty and food justice are the most contemporary
articulations of the alternative food movement and they are most successful at engaging
marginalised groups to combat food inequality at a meaningful, structural level. Being rooted in
a Canadian context, this research aligns well with the food justice perspective, but it is informed
by and draws upon the advances made within the food sovereignty framework.
In spite of the movement within academia to discuss inclusive and democratic AFNs,
action on the ground is slower to follow. Consumers, influenced by neoliberal concepts
trumpeting the value of individualism and personal responsibility, animate the system in ways
that continue to perpetuate inequality and these acts only strengthen the hegemony of
neoliberalism (Allen and Guthman 2006). Patricia Allen, influential commentator on justice in
AFNs, argues that alternative food shopping spaces inspire participants to think of themselves as
ethical consumers and as activists engaging in “everyday forms of resistance” (2008, 159). This
resistance is analogous to the symbolic idea of making change through “voting with your fork,” a
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quote often recited by alternative food activists, notably popularised when employed by Michael
Pollan and influential documentary, Food Inc. Allen summarises the ironies and contradictions
inherent in the movement in her argument that:
In the development of on-the-ground alternatives, effecting food justice is
regularly constrained in actual practice regardless of the intentions of
the actors. This is because of the need to work within the constraints of
the current political economic system along with a push toward
neoliberal forms of governance. One result is that the alternatives being
developed are much more accessible to relatively more privileged
people, despite intentions to the contrary.” (2008, 159).
Despite the existence of AFIs that operate on charity, sharing economy, or non-profit
models (community gardens, internships, food hubs etc. in Table 1), the alternative food
movement is dominated and strongly shaped by its market-based actors (food co-ops, farmers’
markets, CSAs etc. in Table 1). Alkon (2012) covers this at length in her work exploring the
green economy, under which the alternative food movement operates. She points out that while
alternative food movement advocates are “opposed to neoliberalism writ large, in terms of their
work to counter the growing power of multinational corporations,” the movement also positions
“the locus of social change” within market dynamics, by promoting the idea that shopping at
farmers’ markets, buying local, and circulating money to small-scale, sustainable farmers is the
most effective way to make change (141). Doing so is “paradoxically neoliberal in nature”
(ibid.). What’s more, the design of alternative food networks is in fact, “inherently undemocratic;
influence depends on an actor’s ability to spend money on green products. In other words, if the
green economy is a way for individuals to vote with their dollars, then those with more dollars
by definition cast more votes” (150). As much as the alternative food movement seeks to create
alternatives to both the environmentally and socially degrading aspects of the industrial food
complex, it is not succeeding in achieving the latter goal.
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2.5 Pursuing Food Justice within the Green Economy: Unanswered Questions and
Opportunities for Research
A review of the literature reveals a strong body of research following AFNs as they have
emerged and evolved in response to rising disenchantment with the globalised and industrialised
conventional food system. While much work highlights the success and potential of alternatives
in bringing about greater social justice and environmental sustainability in the food system
(Albrecht et al. 2013), academics have not restrained from pointing out shortcomings in meeting
these goals. The most significant of these shortcomings orients around social inequality in
alternative food networks. In fact, some critics argue that by comparison with conventional food
systems, the alternative food movement creates a regressive structure of food access; one that
exacerbates inequity and that fragments democracy because participation is premised upon
ability to pay for higher quality (Goodman 2004; DeLind 2011).
Although the green economy is ethically progressive, it is rooted in capitalism,
characterised by competitive markets and pursuit of capital accumulation. As such,
environmental concerns are placed in direct competition against social justice concerns in AFNs,
despite philosophical intentions to the contrary. Ultimately, the environmental priorities usually
trump those of social justice (Alkon 2012). While much has been said about this phenomenon,
little work has probed it deeper. The research that follows seeks to uncover the implicating
factors more comprehensively. Understanding the intersectionality of historical, political,
economic and social dynamics, this work seeks to understand the actors operating in AFNs’
green economy and why they cannot provide equality in food access within the alternative food
movement.
Explorations of AFNs are prone to upholding assumptions about the value of “alternative
food” (in itself a loose term). It is with caution, then, that this research is conducted. While on
the surface, the research question supposes that benefit is accrued through inclusion in the
alternative food movement, I remain acutely aware that value is quantified differently among
individuals. To be clear, this work is not premised on any assumption that alternative food is
inherently better, nor that every individual wishes to partake in alternative networks. Rather, it
seeks to understand why income-based discrimination exists within these networks to a greater
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degree than in conventional food systems. This is done for three reasons: (1) so that the
movement can begin to rectify these issues, creating the option for more inclusivity for those
who wish to take it, (2) to understand the factors creating inequality across all three tiers of the
food system, and (3) to further a conversation about disparity and discrimination in food access.
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Chapter Three: Methods
3.1 Research Approach
The goal of this research is to expose the key barriers that alternative food businesses
face in providing fresh, local, seasonal products to low-income consumers. The research
approach necessitated direct engagement with leaders from an array of business models,
comprising a wide geographic scope. Surveys, interviews and site visits were conducted over a
four-month period in an effort to build a clear picture of the context in which alternative food
businesses are currently situated.
The choice to explore businesses in alternative food systems was intentional, and was
predicated on a number of reasons. For one, contemporary North American society and food
systems are shaped by neoliberal, capitalist rationales. Studying market-based AFIs was seen as
the best way understand the tension between such hegemonic forces and social concerns in these
new food networks. Businesses, which engage deeply in the monetised contemporary system,
most clearly demonstrate the ramifications of neoliberalism on social justice, and the way that
equality operates at odds with capitalistic logic. By studying programs that are subsidised by
charitable donations or grants, a different picture emerges, with different (possibly fewer)
barriers regarding social and food justice.
Secondly, much work has focused upon the food-insecure as the objects of study
(Loopstra and Tarasuk 2013; Handforth, Hennink, and Schwartz 2013; De Marco and Thorburn
2008; Wakefield et al. 2012). Little has been done to study the actors animating the alternative
food movement at a higher level: the businesses and their owners or managers. They shape the
movement through the built spaces they animate, the social dynamics they generate, their
interactions with other food system actors, their pricing and priorities, and the image they create
and cast. Through this tremendous influence, business owners and managers not only project an
image of the alternative food movement as it currently exists, but shape its evolution. In essence,
they define alternative food spaces by determining what is offered, what is prioritised, and who
is included. Furthermore, in contrast to non-profits or charities working within the movement,
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market-oriented AFIs engage more deeply with the monetary aspects of the movement. Their
perspectives are extremely important, yet understudied.
Third, business owners hold disproportionate power in the economics of AFNs, and as
such, their opinions and decisions have tremendous impact on future directions for food systems.
Because of their influence and leadership, it is important to capture their opinions or priorities
within the movement (i.e. small farmer support versus food justice).
Finally, it is my hypothesis that creating an equitable alternative food system will only
occur when (or if) businesses can demonstrate success. If access to good food can only be
achieved through charity, the alternative food movement’s social justice benefits will remain
weak and unsustainable, and the movement will continue to perpetuate a classed, stigmatised
environment. By studying the businesses, we shift the gaze from the (important) work of
charities to business environments where social change might be more enduringly cultivated
(Guthman, Morris, and Allen 2006).
Because AFNs are classed and participation is premised upon individual ability to pay,
studying for-profit businesses provide a fascinating insight into the dynamics of the alternative
food movement. Charity or non-profit groups, small farmers, producers, activists, academics,
writers or other actors in the alternative food movement face challenges creating inclusionary
AFNs. However, this struggle is all the more acute in for-profit businesses. These actors face the
acute conflict between turning profit and perpetuating a classed system daily, and with every
transaction.

3.2 Positionality
Having grown up in both commercial and alternative agriculture production systems in
British Columbia, I approached this research with a strong foundational knowledge of food
systems: practical and theoretical. I conceptualised the master’s project as an opportunity to step
back from the farm and undertake a wider analysis of the system. Doing so made me critical of
my former self for selling my farm produce and meats to primarily affluent customers and it
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forced me to recognise my inattention to and lack of understanding about social justice concerns.
Positioned as a farmer, I understood food security from a production angle. I advocated for
farmer livelihoods and a thriving local food economy, understanding that food security was
defined through a strong and locally-rooted regional food system. This research allowed me to
view food security from the consumption conceptualisation for the first time. From this
viewpoint, I was able to identify the need for more equal, just and appropriate access to food.
Both aspects are necessary to achieve food security, so this new more comprehensive
understanding brought up far more tensions than I had once focused upon.
To recognise my positionality in this work is to admit that the social justice lens is a new
one for me to employ. An upbringing in white, middle-class rural areas presented me a skewed
perception of the world. It provided little opportunity to recognise diversity in individuals, or my
own freedom from factors that are grounds for much marginalisation and oppression in society.
The practical aspects of this research were accompanied by substantial and committed
investment of time and heart into work to rectify this narrow mindset. Anti-oppression,
decolonisation and social justice workshops, conversations, lectures, events, readings, and
volunteerism were as important to this research as was the empirical data collected, if not more.
The research question itself inherently creates tension in my efforts to avoid perpetuating
social stigmatisation. By defining a group of low-income consumers in my research question, I
am fundamentally “othering” a group. Using the simple categorisation low-income
problematically assumes homogeneity among diverse individuals. It obscures differences in life
histories, attitudes and motivations, and makes it easy to apply generalised stereotypes regarding
low-income people and their relationship with food. It seemed essential to use this term to
communicate with business owners, but it is critical to recognise that its usage is problematic, if
not dangerous. Thus, the research was designed to be careful with wording and every effort was
made to break down stereotypes. It is impossible to assume that this group shares anything more
than constrained budgets.
Compounding this, the use of the term “consumer” in the title and throughout the thesis is
also problematic. It is a highly neoliberal term that strips individuals of their character and
uniqueness and frames them instead as a unit for consumption, through which market
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transactions are enacted. Using the term is at odds with the discourse of this research, which
rejects and critiques the effects of neoliberalism on society. However, we lack any more suitable
term to refer to individuals procuring food in market spaces, and I felt it was the best term to
communicate effectively with participants. As such, I employ the term with some unease but
little other option.

3.3 Study Area
All research was conducted in the province of British Columbia, Canada. The province’s
strong alternative food movement combined with its disreputable levels of poverty provides an
ideal context for exploring this question.
Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia (BC) have the highest numbers of local food
initiatives per province (Canadian Co-operative Association 2009). Of these, however, BC is
most appropriate, because Ontario is relatively well-endowed with academic literature in food
studies, and in Quebec, the language barrier and geographical spread of food initiatives makes
research impractical. Surprisingly, there is a dire lack of academic research on BC alternative
food systems, especially relative to Ontario where the majority of Canadian food research
surfaces. Furthermore, BC has the highest rate of poverty nationwide (Ivanova 2011; Citizens for
Public Justice 2012). This research aims to advance the limited discussion around food systems
and social crises in the province.
The intention to limit the research to one province was to provide opportunity to
understand its food system in a meaningful way. While necessarily excluding some interesting
initiatives due to limitations on project scope and timelines, this goal was achieved. The research
gathered data to provide a robust understanding of the for-profit business sector of the alternative
food movement in BC by involving 45 participants in three different business categories spread
widely across the province.
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3.4 Types of businesses studied
Broadly speaking, the businesses fell into three categories: farmers’ markets, social
enterprise operations, and “intermediaries.” The reasons for selecting these kinds of initiatives
are provided below.
While farmers’ markets, under the regulations set out by the BC Association of Farmers’
Markets (BCAFM), are in fact non-profit entities, they were selected because of their ability to
represent for-profit producers. Because the research scope prevented engagement with a
representative sample of individual farmers, 27 farmers’ markets were studied (out of a total of
147 BCAFM members, current at the time of sampling). For these, purposive random sampling
was used: half of the market participants were randomly selected from a list of markets enrolled
in the BCAFM Nutrition Coupon Program (FMNCP) (a provincial government-funded program
to provide low-income recipients with coupons worth $15 per week for use at participating
farmers’ markets. See Chapter Four for more details) and half were non-participants. Random
sampling and recruitment was carried out until participants represented each of the six broad
geographic regions of BC (Northern BC, Kootenay-Rockies, Thompson-Okanagan, CaribooChilcotin, Vancouver Island/Sunshine Coast, and Southwest Mainland).
The decision to interview market managers as opposed to individual farmers was done
because of the constraints of the project scope, but also for other reasons. A market manager
holds a challenging position of balancing producers’ needs for economic security as well as
community needs for food access, affordability, and social interaction, so out of this juggling act
arise a number of barriers—possibly felt more acutely by the manager than by individual
farmers. I grant that the market manager cannot portray individual farmers’ voices and
perceptions authentically. However, it can be argued that the operations of the market, dictated
largely by the manager, have greater influence in shaping an AFN in a community. A similar
decision to interview managers over farmers was made by Guthman, Morris and Allen in their
2006 study of farmers markets and CSAs.
Social enterprise initiatives were chosen because of their unique business model and their
rising prevalence (Enterprising Non-Profits 2010) at the intersection of food and social justice. It
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is important to capture the influence of social enterprise when creating a picture of the alternative
food movement today.
Social enterprise is a loosely-applied, broad title used to define a diverse set of business
operations that are driven by a social mission. Social enterprise is not a formal business model.
Rather, it is an income-generating mode of operation that can take place within any formal
business model (whether for-profit, co-operative, non-profit, or charity). For instance, a for-profit
business may be deemed a social enterprise if its profits further a social mission, rather than
being paid to shareholders. Alternatively, a social enterprise can exist as a branch of a charity or
a non-profit organisation, operated to generate income in support of the organisation’s broader
social mission.
Rather than being a definition used formally by the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA),
social enterprise is self-applied by businesses and organisations. For instance, a for-profit
business that invests into or operates social initiatives may define itself a social enterprise.
Furthermore, charities and non-profits are permitted to generate revenue in specific, restricted
ways under CRA guidelines (Canada Revenue Agency 2003; Canada Revenue Agency 2012)
and if they choose, they may define these as social enterprising activities. After limiting the
focus to social enterprises operations undertaking food production or food delivery to foodinsecure populations, eight initiatives fit criteria for research and defined their operations as
social enterprising, and seven ultimately participated. One participant existed as a for-profit
social enterprise business. Four participants operated a social enterprise initiative as linked or
subsidiary to a registered charity. The final participant, a non-profit organisation, generated
income through a social enterprise offshoot. Although it is possible to find social enterprising
activity in co-operative businesses, none were found or incorporated into this research.
Charities and non-profit organisations are not traditionally considered to be marketoriented, so their inclusion in this research vis-à-vis this social enterprise category may seem at
odds with the research question and objectives. However, by operating linked or subsidiary
social enterprising activities, they work to sustain financially viable, income-generating business
models. For-profit businesses, charities, and non-profit organisations interactions’ with the
market are vastly different. However, where non-profits and charities engage in income-
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generating activities, their contexts begin to align more closely with each other and with forprofit businesses. As such, they face similar challenges in supporting producers and consumers
equally, and were deemed appropriate for inclusion in the research.
The final category is what I term intermediaries. These are businesses that operate as
links between producers and consumers, in the manner of food co-op, food hub, or retail store (or
a combination). In selecting these participants, criteria were gathered from current literature
defining food hubs1. With these criteria, I identified and contacted 30 initiatives, of which 11
participated. Although they fit the popular definitions for food hub, many did not relate to that
name (see Table 2). Nonetheless, they share commonalities that justify grouping and analysing
together under a new term: intermediaries. As local food becomes more popular, these
businesses fill a need for facilitation between producer and consumer. They all must manage the
demands of producers and consumers, and achieve viable profits to maintain the business. For
these reasons, social concerns are challenging to address, making them important to study.

1

“A regional food hub is a business or organization that actively manages the aggregation, distribution, and
marketing of source-identified food products primarily from local and regional producers to strengthen their ability
to satisfy wholesale, retail, and institutional demand” (Barham et al. 2012, 4).
“Networks and intersections of grassroots, community-based organisations and individuals that work together to
build increasingly socially just, economically robust and ecologically sound food systems that connect farmers with
consumers as directly as possible” (Blay-Palmer et al. 2013, 524).
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What they call themselves

Retail shop

Business Model

Intermediary 1

Food hub

no

Non-profit

Intermediary 2

Food hub

yes

Non-profit

Intermediary 3

Agricultural Education

yes

Non-profit

Intermediary 4

Food Hub Co-op

maybe

Co-op

Intermediary 5

Producer Co-op (legal structure)

yes

Co-op

Food Hub (what we do; conceptual)
Intermediary 6

Retail Consumer Co-op

yes

Co-op

Intermediary 7

Consumer Co-op

yes

Co-op

Intermediary 8

Distributor, retail "local food hub"

yes

For-profit

Intermediary 9

Online Multi-Stakeholder Co-op

no

Co-op

no

For-profit

no

For-profit

(producer & consumers)
Intermediary 10

Online Farmers’ Market and Distribution
Service

Intermediary 11

Procurement and Distribution Service

Table 2: Characteristics of Intermediaries involved in this research

3.5 Data Collection

Figure 2: Stages of data collection (April to September 2014)
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3.5.1 Phase One: Province-wide Scan
The first phase of the research was conducted over a two-month period, and involved
surveying a wide variety of businesses in each of the three categories. Recruitment was
conducted by email, telephone, or both. In total, 45 participants completed a telephone
questionnaire: 27 farmers’ markets, 11 intermediary businesses, and seven social enterprises (out
of applicable populations of 147, 20, and eight respectively—see Section 3.4). Survey questions
were chiefly closed-ended or limited response (see Appendix A), so that data could be analysed
quantitatively to generate a picture of the food system across all business types and geographic
regions. The questions sought first to understand the business operations, and then to gain an
understanding of the priorities and motivations of the business manager (or similar authority in
the business). In both realms, these questions revealed numerous barriers. I will report these
barriers through this thesis, giving them particular attention in Chapter Four.
These survey data were additionally used to select participants for the second phase of
research. This was done by measuring how “engaged” each business was in questions of
consumer food insecurity and producer livelihood security. The strategy for calculation follows
below.

3.5.2 Analysis of Surveys: Calculating “Engagement”
Midway through the research season, I used survey data to select participants for the
second phase of research. With the exception of the data collected on social enterprises (different
methods were necessary, described below) I analysed the data to measure two factors:
businesses’ priorities concerning food justice and their demonstrated action to improve food
access. Details on this process are reported in Appendix B. By aggregating these two values,
each participant received an overall “engagement” score.
I selected the four farmers’ markets and four intermediaries with the top engagement
scores in their category for follow-up in Phase Two. Research timelines defined this sample size,
since Phase Two research required travel to each of the businesses, which were scattered across
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the province. Anonymity was preserved for Phase One participants, but all participants in Phase
Two granted permission for name disclosure.
Businesses' "Engagement" with Food Justice

Engagement Score

Aggregated "Social Awareness" and "Behaviour" Values
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

Figure 3: "Engagement" scores for Farmers’ Markets and Intermediaries, quantified through analysis of survey responses

Evaluating Engagement within Social Enterprises
Engagement score calculation (detailed in Appendix B) was a useful method for
identifying the most important farmers’ markets and intermediaries participants to examine more
closely in Phase Two, but was not helpful for social enterprises. This is because the social
enterprises displayed different operations and priorities from the farmers’ markets and
intermediaries, making some survey questions inapplicable. Without these questions, it was
impossible to calculate an engagement score for social enterprises. As well, by definition, all
social enterprises have high engagement with social justice concerns, so determining relative
scores to compare the seven participants against each other would have been dangerously
subjective.
Instead, random purposive sampling was used. The social enterprises were sorted on the
basis of their main mission and related operation (see below) and one was chosen from each of
the four categories. This was done in efforts to provide an understanding of the different barriers
faced through their different activities, while acknowledging the extreme diversity and
uniqueness comprised within the social enterprise model.
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Name
SE1
JustCatering

Business
Model
For-profit
Charity

Mission and Operations
Employment in food industry + meals in low-income communities

North Shore
Culinary
School

Charity

Training in food industry + meals in low-income communities

Fresh Roots
SE5
UBC Farm

Non-profit
Charity
Charity

Training in food production/community building around food

DTES Kitchen
Tables Project

Charity

Healthy food distribution to low-income neighbourhoods

Table 3: Categorisations of participating social enterprises, separated by main activities.
Participants involved in Phase Two of research consented to have their name published; Anonymity is preserved for all Phase
One participants.

To note: the UBC Farm was initially analysed in Phase One as a farmers’ market. After
interviewing for Phase Two, it became apparent that to encompass more of the organisation’s
unique character, and to render its successes and barriers more visible, it should be examined as a
larger entity beyond the market alone. As a large operation, embedded within a university and
comprising multiple initiatives, its uniqueness cannot be overstated. However, with respect to its
operations and context, the farm bore most similarity to the non-profit organisations operating
social enterprise initiatives. This is because, similar to the non-profits, the farm operates under
the University of British Columbia charitable status and is driven by a social mission (to provide
opportunities for research and learning). Within that, the farm market, a small business, can be
compared to the social enterprise branches of the non-profit organisations described above.
Although the UBC Farm does not label its market as a social enterprise, for the purposes of
analysis, it was logical to categorise it with the social enterprise participants. This allowed a
wider analysis of the entire farm rather than just its farmers’ market operations. That decision
meant that five social enterprise participants were analysed in Phase Two instead of just the four
originally recruited. An additional farmers’ market participant was selected to fill the space
where the UBC Farm Market vacated. As such, thirteen businesses were studied in Phase Two.
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Using Phase One Data
In addition to determining which businesses would be suitable for deeper research, the
questionnaire data from Phase One also provided the basis for the barriers that ultimately
emerged out of this research (reported in Chapter Four). Section 2 of Appendix B reports the
methods for preliminarily discerning these six barriers from questionnaire data. Equipped with
these barriers as a guide, I employed in-depth interviews with business representatives in Phase
Two to probe deeper and better understand how these barriers impact businesses, and to what
extent they may be reconcilable.

3.5.3 Phase Two: Focused Examination
Phase Two involved deeper analysis of the thirteen selected participants and it served two
purposes. First, it provided greater clarity on the barriers that surfaced in Phase One. Second, by
interviewing highly engaged businesses, it offered practical ways to surmount some of the
barriers. I visited the business, in some cases multiple times and occasionally to help out. Then I
conducted a semi-structured interview with one to two representatives of the business (manager
or assistant manager). I used guiding questions (Appendix C) but encouraged free conversation
to stimulate respondents to contemplate and report the barriers they face, without prompting,
which could have led to biased results. The questions were designed to expand upon topics
emerging from Phase One surveys, but also to query for aspects that had not been discussed, but
which I hypothesised could be important (politics, access to finance capital, priorities of other
staff, the political and the social context of their specific region). Ranging between 50 and 120
minutes, these interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed, and complemented with my
observational notes. To provide a more well-informed context, I educated myself through
informational literature disseminated by the organisation, news stories in which the business was
featured, the organisation’s online and social media platforms, demographic data and visitor
guides about the region, and in-situ observation of the area during visits. Four farmers markets,
four intermediaries and five social enterprise operators participated in this phase (n.b. Section
3.5.1 details the selection process for participation).
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Phase Two: Analysis of Context and Practices
Each of the thirteen interviews was transcribed and coded using NVivo qualitative
analysis software. The two overarching coding themes broadly discerned businesses’ barriers
and successes in attracting and engaging low-income consumers. Within these, six key themes
emerged as barriers and two dominated the category of successes. Summarising these involved
counting the number of respondents who spoke to each theme, and accounting for how
commonly the barrier (or success) was reported by each respondent. Results are explored in
depth in the following two chapters. These chapters describe the reported barriers and successes
and provide greater context for each, drawing upon qualitative data from the interviews of Phase
Two, as well as statistical quantitative information gathered from the surveys in Phase One.
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Chapter Four: Results Part One:
Barriers
In discussions of domestic food insecurity, a simplistic understanding of food access
inequality rests on an argument of price. That is, the presumed factor barring low-income
consumers’ access to alternative food is its higher cost. This assumption neglects the diversity of
other complex issues acting as barriers to connecting alternative food products and food-insecure
consumers. The purpose of this chapter is to explore those in greater depth. Drawing on the data
collected in Phases One and Two, this chapter will reveal seven barriers and explore the
complexities contained within each. The five most central barriers are businesses’ lack of
concern (referenced by 77 percent of participants), businesses’ operational constraints (73
percent), costs (60 percent), structural constraints (49 percent), and lastly, societal customs and
associated shopping habits (42 percent). In addition, participants raised two other issues, which
they speculated to be experienced by customers: stigmas (22 percent), and food appropriateness
(17 percent).

4.1 Businesses’ Concerns
The most pervasive and commonly appearing barrier is best described as businesses’ lack
of concern about food justice issues. This became abundantly clear through qualitative analysis
of verbal responses (from the few open-ended questions in Phase One questionnaires and from
the interviews in Phase 2), as well as through quantitative data from the questionnaires.
Aside from the seven social enterprise operations, one farmers’ market, and two
intermediaries (22 percent of all total respondents) who overtly stated their concern for lowincome community members, participants’ verbal responses demonstrated that social justice and
food access were not issues of their main concern. Working under a business mentality,
respondents reported that such issues were frequently trumped by other, more pressing ones,
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saying things like “we never thought of ‘if we do this, there will be less hunger.’ People are
willing to pay a premium for local food.”
Triangulating these qualitative data with quantitative tests provides deeper evidence of
businesses’ motivations. In the questionnaires, all participants were presented with seven general
concerns about contemporary food and agriculture systems, and were asked to rank them from
one to seven, reflective of their highest to lowest priorities. The resulting mode ranking follows:
1. A thriving local food economy
2. More opportunities for small farmers
3. More agriculture in your community
4. More public awareness about farming
5. Equity in food access for all community members
6. Less hunger in your community
7. Providing cheaper food or lowering the price of food
That the lowest three motivations for businesses (Priorities 5, 6, and 7) are those most related to
low-income consumers illustrates a major barrier to providing wider access to alternative food
products. Table 4 illustrates how priorities differed among farmers’ markets, social enterprises,
and intermediaries, by illustrating the concerns they each ranked as their first priority.
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Table 4: Seven concerns about the food system, and how frequently they are ranked as "first priority" by participants

The majority of respondents demonstrated a production-focused conceptualisation of
food security (where producer livelihoods and localised production are prioritised in pursuits for
food security). The three food system concerns that represent a production conceptualisation—a
thriving local food economy, more opportunities for small farmers, or more agriculture in the
community—were ranked as the first priority for 78 percent of respondents. This can be
corroborated by comments from participants that show that food security is understood to mean
either strong local farming systems (“‘more agriculture in the community’ helps in goals for
fostering food security”) or support for farmers (“we want affordable food but we want people to
know that when they are spending an extra dollar, they are INVESTING in food security, local
farmers, not just spending an extra dollar”). Interestingly, this last comment inadvertently
contrasts the two conceptualisations of food security: although the respondent brings up the
consumption conceptualisation (referencing affordable food), he seems to mark it as less
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important by comparison with the importance of supporting local farmers. Of the 22 percent of
responses that did not demonstrate a clear production conceptualisation of food security, 11
percent ranked “more public awareness about farming” first (all farmers’ markets), while “less
hunger in your community” and “more equitable food access” each were ranked first by 6
percent of respondents (all social enterprise participants).
This shows that alternative food business representatives overwhelmingly understand
food security to mean strong local food and agriculture systems, reflecting a production
conceptualisation of food security. This provides a major barrier to addressing hunger, which is
typically tackled by those who view food security through the consumption conceptualisation.
Ten respondents made their inattention to the consumption conceptualisation of food security
explicitly clear, saying things like, “we are a business, not a social service agency,” as if being
market-oriented precludes ability to engage with social justice concerns. Another said “we really
don’t think about that [hunger, equity, and unaffordability of food] very much. We don’t help
people that much.” Both of these quotes illustrate the binary understanding of food security: that
it is either support for agriculture and food self-sufficiency in a region, or it is accessible food
access for all eaters. The ranking of food system concerns indicates that alternative food
businesses usually elect to define food security through the former.
Having participants explain their ranking decisions reveals more about their concerns
toward social justice. Responses revealed a favouring of grassroots action to affect change
instead of policy solutions, which illustrates how neoliberal logics continue to shape the
alternative food movement, and perpetually constrain social justice. In justifying why he ranked
opportunities for small farmers and a thriving local food economy as his top priorities, and social
justice concerns lowest, one participant responded, “If you focus on [stimulating more
agriculture], it will drive all of these other things. It creates opportunities for small farmers,
[and then] the trickle-down effect will be less hunger and equitable food access." He was not
alone, as verbal responses from 25 percent of other participants revealed similar belief in the
neoliberal idea of a “rising tide that lifts all boats” or a “trickle-down” effect that would improve
food conditions for all. They had internalised a fundamental logic of the alternative food
movement: that the best food system change happens at the ground level by supporting farmers.
Another market manager focused on the effects on food pricing that would come about if local
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agriculture was prioritised above all food system concerns. He said that equitable pricing will
result from more thriving local agriculture, arguing, “food shouldn't be cheap. We should
say…‘let’s try to produce so much food that the food becomes more affordable’ and the market
will settle itself out.” The rhetoric of these quotes reflects the idea that as more sustainable, local
food is supported, then equality, justice, and wider access will naturally follow, but with this
attitude, little attention is paid to policy or other forms of structural intervention. Individual and
grassroots action will take a long time to affect structurally-bound hunger and economic
inequality.
Finally, 23 percent of respondents candidly admitted that they did not know about food
insecurity crises afflicting their neighbours and community members, and it became unsurprising
to hear respondents confess “this is not something we talk about.” This helps to explain why
food justice issues ranked so low in the surveys (refer to Table 4): these respondents were
unaware of food insecurities in their communities. This lack of awareness was noticeable in
responses from four of the intermediaries and seven of the farmers’ markets (social enterprises
and the farmers’ markets that were enrolled in the BCAFM Nutrition Coupon Program did not
exhibit this low awareness). When unaware of food insecurity crises in their own community,
businesses are not working toward solutions, as exemplified well in a quote from the owner of a
business specialising in local, organic food: “Just by having this conversation today, it's going to
make me want to work toward this more. When I look at [my business] and bridging the gap
between producer/consumer, I have never differentiated between different types of
customers...it's not in my face. I don't know how it is for them because in my daily life I only
encounter my family and friends.” This illustrates well a point upon which this thesis is
premised: that alternative food initiatives—particularly those with a specific for-profit
motivation—foster an exclusive shopping space, where issues of inequality are obscured.
A lack of concern by business leaders in the alternative food movement, or their belief
that working to strengthen local food economies is an acceptable substitute for concerning
themselves with food justice, or a plain obliviousness of food insecurity due to the privileged
sphere within which their business operates, all combine to thwart progress toward food justice.
In terms of evening out food inequalities, this barrier may construct the most fundamental wall to
improvement.
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4.2 Businesses’ Operational Constraints
In a related fashion, the next largest barrier also reflected businesses’ needs to prioritise.
Here, participants discussed the numerous, complex ways that they struggle to operate a viable
business, with problems falling broadly into three categories: business finance limitations,
insufficient human resources, and management discord. When faced with day-to-day
management constraints, it is challenging to prioritise food justice concerns.
Implicitly, they accounted for their lack of engagement in food justice pursuits by
reporting the constant pressure to juggle costs and set appropriate margins. This was a common
defensive response to the conversation, and was cited by 53 percent of all survey respondents.
Sometimes, this was described in terms of balancing relationships among stakeholders so that
“the customer, the farmer, and I am all happy.” Note, however, that no mention is made of the
low-income, food-insecure neighbour. Thus, employing such a visual implicitly makes the case
that preoccupation with business viability inhibits addressing social concerns. However, 11 of 13
interviewed respondents also explicitly linked monetary constraints to their business’ inability to
provide more outreach. For example, when referring to the periodic cooking classes her co-op
hosts for the community, one woman noted that it would be useful to provide more regularlyscheduled classes, but said “that’s where our budget limitation has meant that we can’t offer
[them].”
Another constraint, cited by 49 percent of respondents, was a lack of human resources.
Again, participants explicitly connected this challenge to low engagement with food justice
issues, as exemplified in one concerned business owner’s quote: “It’s difficult to know where to
invest that time and energy…OK, I’ve got this amount of time, where do I put it? Because there’s
things that need to happen, but there’s also things that I want to happen.” Presumably, the things
that “need to happen” concern the day-to-day business operations, while employing new
strategies for wider community engagement are things that she “want[s] to happen.” This was a
particularly common response from farmers’ market managers with regard to the BCAFM
Nutrition Coupon Program. Overall, the program was regarded in a positive light; however,
efforts to expand its reach were constrained by limited funds and/or limited human resources.
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The third key business constraint resulted from management disagreement. Many
respondents in Phase Two interviews were passionate about food access inequalities—this
demonstrated concern was part of the reason why they were selected for further involvement.
However, 11 percent of respondents noted that their efforts to channel that passion into action
was curtailed when disagreements occurred at the board or management level. A few
respondents spoke negatively about “how the rest of their board felt” or reported that the rest of
the management was unaware of the exact amount of community outreach those individuals did,
saying that they were “sneaking things off the side of [their] desk.”
Whether implicitly or explicitly, all respondents blamed some aspect of the business
operations on curtailing their ability to provide wider access and inclusion for low-income
consumers. Ostensibly, if the budget limitations, low human resources, or inharmonious
management dynamics were overcome, they might be able to channel some of the energy
currently invested in the business operations toward wider social issues. While this appears a
rather facile assumption, it also seems partially demonstrated in the cases of more wellestablished, stable businesses reported for their successes in Chapter Five.

4.3 Costs
As noted at the outset of this chapter, the issue of cost is often employed as the obvious
obstacle between low-income shoppers and high-priced alternative food products. This
explanation paints cost simplistically, however. In fact, expense is a highly contested and
multidimensional agent within AFNs, with deep and diverse implications for businesses,
producers and consumers. The section that follows explores this subject.
Unlike much of the everyday alternative food rhetoric that portrays high cost for
“quality,” “good food” as a given, this research prompted participants to critically engage with
these assumptions. In doing so, 13 percent of respondents contested the assumption that the
alternative food is expensive, arguing that the perception of expense is the more critical issue.
This directly contrasts against the general construction of AFNs which paints them as exclusive,
trendy spaces. By contrast, 31 percent of respondents accepted the idea that alternative foods are
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more costly. Interestingly, among these respondents, comments reflected divergent polarities.
One group conveyed a sympathetic tone, defending the quality, the costs of growing
ecologically, and farmers’ challenges operating in an alternative food production system; but the
other segment’s comments were more accusatory. They blamed the high costs on farmers’
resistance to scaling up (“in order to make that kind of farming work, you need to charge a
premium”), complacency, fear of engaging in more efficient distribution and marketing systems,
and on the adulation of alternative foods which foster consumer willingness to pay, inflating
prices unreasonably (“I want to get a certain amount of money for it, and I’ve got this image I’m
projecting”). Irrespective of the reason, the acknowledgement that alternative foods are more
expensive, or perceived that way, laid the foundation for the three cost-related barriers which
participants proceeded to report.
The first of these is an acknowledgement that fits the conventional argument: that the
expense of alternative food is an obvious barrier preventing engagement with shoppers on
constrained budgets. 8 of the thirteen interviewed respondents said something that showed they
were sensitive to the fact that “it’s still so much money for someone who’s on a low-income.”
However, as illustrated by the brevity of this paragraph, expense was only one of many, more
substantial issues. Perhaps because this research implored them to think deeper, or because this
argument is a given, participants never made more than one reference to prohibitive prices when
discussing barriers.
The next cost-related barrier is competition with cheaper food, to which 53 percent of
interviewed participants attributed responsibility for the problem of inequality in food access.
The majority had an anecdote to relay, explaining how their constant challenge is overcoming
people’s perceptions that “organic food is expensive [because] it’s not. It’s that other food is
cheap because it is subsidised.” Interestingly, only three respondents connected the allure of
cheaper conventional foods specifically to the small budgets of food-insecure consumers. One
farmers’ market manager reported, “if they are looking at their grocery budget of say, seventyfive dollars, and where can I spend this, they’re going to be looking to the discount retailers,
looking for volume.” However, more commonly, respondents seemed concerned about the
impact that these cheaper food options had on shoppers in general, regardless of socioeconomic
status. They problematised the apathy stemming from the monolithic global food system where
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“Costco is awesome because it’s cheap and I’m just not gonna think about it,” or where “people
don't place enough value on the food that they eat, externalising costs by buying what is cheapest
in the grocery store rather than supporting local farmers.” Largely, it seemed that competition
with larger retailers on the basis of price was an issue that transcended socioeconomic
categorisations, but afflicted the population as a whole. The existence of these low-priced stores
was seen as deleterious to the business but also to consumers and to farmers.
The third and final cost-related barrier arose from the responses of those who had
firsthand experience purchasing alternative food. Five of the surveyed social enterprise operators
serve meals for food-insecure citizens (under both for-profit and charity social enterprise models:
refer to Table 3). With their strong social mission for hunger alleviation, none were able to
participate in AFNs in any meaningful way. They reported that expense is their main obstacle
when trying to procure healthy, local food, as indicated in this quote: “They are financial
barriers really more than anything. It’s financial. It’s a cost to us that we have to then hand to
the customer [the neighbourhood houses or churches for whom they provide meals at-cost]. So
some instances it’s just completely prohibitive, and other times, it is a real matter of gauging
whether it’s worth it….Finances. It really just is down to finances.” As this chef and charity
social enterprise manager indicates, she can sometimes procure alternative food after “gauging”
its worth; however, like the other four social enterprises that provide community meals, this
“worth” must be gauged in relation to the cost of operating on slim margins, the cost of aiding a
population that cannot pay, and the cost of providing alternative, rather than greater volume of
food, to greater numbers of people.
Clearly, the familiar explanation that cost is the solitary actor wrenching a gulf between
livelihood-insecure producers and food-insecure consumers is simplistic. No matter how cost is
framed—as perception rather than reality, as auxiliary to the quality embodied in alternative food
production systems, or as a consequence of inflated prices serving a privileged demographic—
these results stress that prices implicate every aspect of businesses’ and consumers’ interactions
with alternative food, in complex ways. The three descriptions above illustrate how monetary
dynamics of AFNs force choices: low-income consumers shop elsewhere, consumers largely opt
for cheaper conventional foods, and social enterprises prioritise adequate meals, in large volume,
for many mouths, above participation in AFNs. Reflecting on these three issues, it can be noted
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that each of the issues surrounding cost are in fact symptomatic of something larger: politics and
structural issues of the food system writ large - and it is to that I now turn.

4.4 Constraints: Structural
Whereas in the section above, 15 respondents pitted blame against cheap industrial food,
here, ten connected artificially low food prices to deeper, structural problems. These ten accused
government support for conventional agriculture as responsible for this artificially cheap food.
And as described above, when cheaper options for food exist, it is challenging to convince
anybody (especially those with restricted budgets) to spend more. Thus, without supports from
the public, the overarching economy, or the government similar to those enjoyed by the
conventional food system, barriers will continue to plague any AFI. The current policy landscape
thwarts its abilities to move forward, overcome some of the business constraints described
above, and turn attention more sincerely to issues of food equity. The structural inadequacies
were summed articulately in this excerpt by a food hub operator: “the food system is subsidised
to make it appear like it works. But it's a catch-22 because then a plan like this [food hub in
conceptual stage] doesn't have a lot of support, because the economy and society isn't set up to
make people feel like they want it.”
Out of this need for greater support, then, 11 percent of participants looked to
government services and funding as a solution. This may be read as surprising, considering the
way that the alternative food movement operates outside of traditional norms and condemns
government decisions for the state of the contemporary food system. However, seen another
way, these demands for greater governmental support could be understood as a way of taking
power from agribusiness (which government policy currently favours) and redistributing it to
establish greater legitimacy for grassroots alternatives. The shift in logic reported here is uneven,
and alternative food movement activists subscribe to the notion of government involvement to
varying degrees.
A good example of this variability exists with regard to opinions about the BCAFM
nutrition coupon program. This program is funded as a preventative health action by the BC
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Ministry of Health and can be seen as one of the Provincial Government’s first public moves to
endorse alternative food initiatives of any kind. The program was generally regarded by research
participants as reasonable in design, but insufficient in funding. Interestingly, advocates of the
program offered different suggestions about the program, and these demonstrate their sentiments
toward government involvement in AFNs. On the one hand, there were those who were
fundraising within their communities and partnering with local companies and banks to fund
more space for enrolment in the program. By contrast, others contended that they “like this idea
of going out to community [to get businesses to sponsor the coupon program] but at the same
time…think the government should be doing this. We shouldn’t have to do that.” These divergent
opinions existed within a similar group of market managers, all of whom supported the nutrition
coupon program. This divergence might be indicative of shifting attitudes within the alternative
food movement. It seems to show alternatives recognising they cannot escape the constraints
posed by deep structural flaws in the food system, merely by virtue of their alternativeness.
These results indicate that some alternatives are starting to call out the economic systems and
politics responsible for these restraints and flaws, and beginning to demand the government shift
its support in favour of better alternatives.

4.5 Societal Customs: Cooking and Shopping Habits
Tied to the larger structural issues reported above was a societal expectation that food
preparation and shopping should be convenient. This was seen as an issue by 31 percent of
participants for various, often overlapping reasons. Participants reported that because of their
alternativeness, their businesses did not align with contemporary cooking habits and did not
conform to well-established shopping habits that have been instilled by large grocery retailers.
Together, customers’ habits and alternative food businesses’ lower convenience constitute
barriers to access to alternative food. While participants made it clear that demands for
convenience were characteristic of society at large, they hypothesised that these needs were more
likely to manifest themselves as obstacles for low-income individuals than for middle class
shoppers who have more liberty in both time and finances.
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Cooking
Participants invoked contemporary “speedy” or “no-preparation” cooking customs to
explain lower patronage, especially by low-income shoppers. By selling fresh produce, dairy,
and meat that take time to prepare, and few processed or ready-to-eat products, businesses
claimed to have more trouble attracting customers than would the supermarket. Although eating
healthy, fresh food can be feasible and affordable, if you “take that extra step and make it from
scratch,” as one market manager recommended, participants thought that families in poverty
were less likely to do that.
Unfortunately, in explaining cooking customs of low-income individuals, respondents
invoked inaccurate or incomplete assumptions. Their comments often revealed an opinion that
cooking habits are primarily a matter of choice. For instance, one farmers’ market respondent
reasoned that you can “feed a family from scratch for three days, if you wanna do it,” (emphasis
his). Another explained the cooking classes she offered, saying “the [participants] that I’ve
gotten through Mental Health and Public Health are not particularly interested in learning
how…you know I was offering to teach them all about freezer jam and nobody came.” Here, she
reduces the array of difficulties facing individuals with mental health challenges to one simple
explanation: that they are “not particularly interested.” Similarly, in survey responses, 27
percent of other market managers agreed with the statement that low-income shoppers are simply
“not interested in fresh/organic/healthy products.” When analysing why individuals in poverty
may require more convenient food options, only two participants drew upon structural
explanations. One emphasised that if there is truth to the assumption that individuals in poverty
cook rarely from scratch, then that problem stems from generations of poverty for “folks who’ve
been marginalised all their lives, classically, right through decades.” Another respondent
suggested that demands on time fall unevenly upon individuals in lower socioeconomic profiles,
where having to “work two jobs to feed our families and not having time” precludes ability to
cook from scratch or attend cooking workshops. Misunderstanding the challenges faced by those
in poverty mean that the businesses will continually face barriers attracting these customers.
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Shopping
In terms of shopping, similar challenges emerged, stemming from the everyday
consumer’s ingrained habits and propensities for convenience. Because many potential
customers reportedly “have their systems—and they have for a really long time” alternative
business managers acknowledge that “unless we do something that offers them something greater
than they think they have, they are not really necessarily going to change that. So it’s a really big
hurdle, to get people out of their comfort zone and try something new and try our system.” The
barriers to attracting shoppers to less-convenient or accessible alternative-food market spaces
was seen partially as a problem of apathy (as this quote shows), but more frequently as a result of
time constraints. Only four of the 45 participants offered regular business hours at a traditional
storefront, and the rest were acutely aware of the challenges of attracting customers conditioned
to instant gratification and with little spare time to waste. They spoke of customers’ attitudes
toward shopping that questioned, “‘why do I need to drive all over when I could go to one
place?’”
Just as they did when discussing cooking above, participants also misunderstood how the
needs for convenience and affordability played out differently for low-income shoppers than for
those in higher income brackets. Although shopping for alternative food may be primarily a
factor of choice and priorities for those with disposable incomes, this is not the case for
individuals in poverty. Only one participant recognised this explicitly, challenging a common
stereotype about welfare-recipients by saying they “aren’t on welfare or disability for no reason.
You know. I think it’s a fallacy when people say ‘oh they’re on social assistance, they’re just
lazy.’ By contrast, 35 percent of respondents supported a survey statement suggesting that lowincome shoppers would be “able to buy fresh/organic/healthy products…if they devoted more of
their budget toward it.” This assumption neglects to acknowledge that preference and individual
choice are luxuries, not available evenly across class lines. Thus, the demands for convenience
and affordability are more acutely experienced by low-income shoppers, and they are less likely
to frequent alternative food marketplaces. A more holistic understanding and sensitivity to the
range of barriers faced by low-income shoppers is merited
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For the business to provide the kind of convenience shoppers are accustomed to comes
with a trade-off: having a storefront and conventional hours of operation means higher overhead
costs, which may be passed on to the consumer in the form of higher-priced products. Reporting
a survey conducted with community members who do not shop through her online co-op, one
participant said a common response collected was “‘we’d buy from you if you had a storefront’”
to which she replied, that “is really understandable. But it’s huge,” and asked rhetorically, “Do
you know what it takes!” The business recognised that providing a more convenient shopping
environment that conforms to conventional shopping norms would widen access for more
customers. However, doing so would generate costs prohibitive to its own viability or to actually
engaging more customers.
The Challenges of Procuring Alternative Foods: Firsthand Understanding
The businesses that procure (not just sell) food contribute invaluably to this discussion of
shopping habits and convenience. Aside from the cost of alternative foods, reported above to be
their major constraint, they also speak of the challenges they face when they have tried to shop in
AFNs. The five social enterprises that purchase food for community meals procure the majority
of their products from larger food distributors such as Gordon Food Services, Sysco, or a smaller
company referenced by two participants, Yenn Brothers, because of convenience, even though
these distributors offer little in the way of “alternative” food products. These participants all
reported selecting “local” products (which seemed to be defined by them as grown in BC) when
they are available on the order sheet. They were unable to concern themselves with other
qualities associated with alternative foods (sustainably-grown, small-scale) because these were
not available through the distributors.
Procuring food through any other method beyond the distributor meant sacrificing
convenience. They reported that driving out to farms (even if their business is located in
Vancouver, just an hour away from the agricultural heartland of the Fraser Valley) is prohibitive
and inconvenient. With the exception of one respondent, they all found the idea of working with
numerous different farmers to procure ingredients unappealing. Likewise, one chef said she used
to shop at the farmers’ market but became fed up because it was always challenging to find
parking for her cargo van, and then to accomplish serious shopping amongst the crowds, musical
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performances, and socialising patrons. Another said that he is unable to trust products that do not
come from a certified source such as Sysco because he cooks for a population with health
vulnerabilities, so all of the product must be traceable.
Through this section, the language used by the respondents began to shift. In the first four
sections of this chapter, the focus was specifically on barriers each faced as a business. However,
in this section, as they spoke about societal customs, they began commenting more directly on
customers as well, and speculating on low-income shoppers. It would be remiss to ignore the
reality that in every single conversation, a subtle shift took place, wherein respondents moved
from speaking about their barriers to speculating on consumers’ barriers.
In the section above, these two were inextricable: societal norms are a barrier held by the
consumer, but are exacerbated by the businesses’ alternativeness. In the next section, however, I
report more specifically some of the barriers participants speculated that consumers faced.
Although this research seeks to understand the barriers faced by businesses, it is valuable to
understand the way that the businesses hypothesise about consumers as the object of barriers.
This is for two reasons: a) if obstacles are framed as the consumer’s problem, the business
manager is more apt to believe that unequal food access exists outside his or her realm of
responsibility, and b) sometimes, the business owners take responsibility for trying to ameliorate
speculated consumer barriers, and these efforts are important to document.

4.6 Speculated Barriers
4.6.1 Stigmas
The first speculated barrier preventing low-income consumers from accessing alternative
foods was stigma. 70 percent of the interviewed participants mentioned this, despite never being
questioned directly about it. This illustrates that they recognise the problematic classed
dimension inherent in the alternative food movement. In describing the AFNs in which their
businesses were positioned, they used words like “elite,” “fancy place,” “for certain folks” or
“certain demographics,” and which “elevate you in society.” One respondent drew the
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connection between this classed environment and the barriers to equitable food access in a
particularly articulate way, saying:
There’s this thing that is, farmers’ markets are expensive. People believe
that they are expensive, and they believe that that’s the type of people that
go there. And you know what?...They worry they won’t fit in or I’m gonna
look funny or people will judge me or I won’t be able to find what I want
because I don’t have enough money. That may or may not be true but
there’s that perception.
As opposed to the other more tangible barriers reported above, stigma exists as a perceived and
socially-constructed barrier. The extent to which it affects any individual is entirely dependent
upon the extent to which he or she internalises stigmatising discourses. Low-income shoppers
perceive that participation in the alternative food movement is “not for people like them” or
associated with “judgement,” or will make them “uncomfortable,” “alienated” “demoralised,” or
“singled out,” as respondents in this research guessed they did, then this barrier is extremely
problematic. Although this is a barrier that exists at the personal level, businesses are extremely
aware of it. The majority seemed to believe that because of this, it was outside the business’
sphere of influence. With a tone of resignation, they would say things like “some people, just on
their own, they wouldn’t feel comfortable going [to the market],” reporting customers’ feelings
of stigmatisation as a barrier which they could do nothing about. However, eight of the 45 survey
participants recognise that as part of the alternative food movement that cultivates a classed and
stigmatised system, they have a responsibility to try to counter it by creating a more inclusive
space. To these ends, stigma is a business’ problem, and as such, some of the ways businesses
are trying to hurdle it are reported in Chapter Five.
4.6.2 Appropriateness
The second speculated barrier concerns appropriateness of alternative food. Here,
participants hypothesised that they may not offer foods appropriate to the tastes or needs of the
absent low-income demographic in question. This issue straddles definition: although it can be
seen as a result of consumers’ specific needs or preferences, appropriateness is also a product of
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businesses’ decisions. Seeing appropriateness as intertwined with their business operations, eight
participants spoke to this concern, despite never being questioned directly about it.
In terms of appropriateness, three points were highlighted. First, participants
hypothesised that they do not offer enough culturally-relevant foods. Business representatives
referred to ethnic minority groups, often associating them with lesser economic means, and
guessed that the business’ lack of culturally-diverse foods may be a deterring factor for these
shoppers (note: ethnic minority status does not cause or even correlate with low socioeconomic
status, but the conflation was made by participants and is reported duly). Continuing to think
about stereotypically low-income groups, the topic of living alone arose. Here, participants
mentioned elderly folks or those in single room occupancy hotels (SROs: affordable housing
units providing single rooms with shared bathrooms and kitchens, common in Vancouver) who
may find barriers in the size or volume of products on offer at farmers’ markets, at alternative
food retail stores, food hubs, or through food box programs. For example, one respondent used
the example of a head of cabbage, explaining that no single person wants to eat an entire head of
cabbage, but that few places other than conventional grocery stores will sell portions (similar
issues arise with pumpkins, squashes, melons, and the like). Similarly, where prices decrease
with greater volume purchased (such as is often done with staples like apples, potatoes, or
onions), those who live alone are excluded from taking advantage of such savings. Third and
finally, two Vancouver-based participants speculated that the fresh food this research discusses
may not be appropriate for some low-income individuals’ living circumstances. For example,
SROs may not offer suitable facilities or equipment for cooking food from scratch. Similarly, in
shared housing, food that must be stored in communal fridges could be taken by others.
Because these issues of cultural-relevance, sizing and portioning, and suitability for
unconventional housing situations were speculative, participants could not be certain of the
extent to which they affected customers. However, they acknowledged that their alternativeness
probably exacerbates the effects. Globally-reaching conventional food providers, by contrast, are
better positioned to offer a culturally-appropriate array of products, an adequate selection of sizes
and volume to suit single-dwellers, and shelf-stable products, prepared, or semi-prepared meal
options.
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4.7 Summary
In exploring alternative food businesses as potential grounds for addressing food
insecurity for low-income consumers, a complex array of barriers arise. Foremost of these is
businesses’ lack of concern or awareness of food insecurity crises in their community, or of their
role in addressing them. This is emblematic of the alternative food movement, which has created
a classed dynamic that positions privileged participants in a shopping and advocacy sphere that
does not include, and thus obscures, those who cannot afford to participate. That, along with
businesses’ numerous operational constraints, means that concerns for food justice issues are
relegated to low priority. Cost, the most obvious wall between low-income consumers and highpriced products also constitutes an enormous barrier, although in more complex ways than
typically comes to mind. For example, cost is implicated in the barrier of competition with
cheaper conventional food, and in the way that participation in AFNs is seen as a cost when
weighed against other social priorities, as demonstrated by social enterprises. Stepping back,
these barriers can be seen within the context of a larger, more flawed system of economics and
food system governance. Some participants recognised this and reflected an opinion that perhaps
the flawed global agro-food complex could be stymied if government channelled some energy
into alternatives. The lack of support from government or other larger funding and legitimising
entities was seen as a barrier underlying many of the challenges of the alternative food
movement; not least the inability to address food inequalities. This curtails the reach of AFNs so
that they face barriers creating more convenient shopping environments that conform to the
norms society demands and is conditioned to expect. Perceived barriers similarly unique to
alternative food businesses include a strongly classed environment which cultivates a stigma, and
product selection inappropriate for those on low incomes or from marginalised groups.
These barriers constitute a multifaceted and complex explanation for why low-income
consumers face low inclusion in and access to the products offered by alternative food
businesses. Seen negatively, these barriers could be considered as a failure of the alternative food
movement to cultivate something that truly made positive widespread change in the food system.
Seen positively, the multitude of problems here provide opportunities to work toward solutions.
With that optimistic reading, the following chapter describes the way that some businesses report
tackling some of these barriers in ways that are appropriate and achievable for them.
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Chapter Five: Results Part Two:
Successes
With a fuller understanding of the complex barriers businesses face in providing wider
access and inclusion in the AFNs, we can begin to think about possible solutions. As the
alternative food movement has become more developed and legitimate, attention has turned to
investigating ways to widen this burgeoning movement to encompass low-income consumers.
Creative initiatives have arisen, but they have largely been led by charities and non-profits. The
role of businesses in ameliorating issues of inequity and hunger have scarcely been considered
before now. Participation in this research appeared to be the first time that some of the
participating businesses had been encouraged to consider their potential responsibility or ability
to address concerns of inequitable food access in the alternative food system (see Section 4.1 for
more).
At the same time, however, to each of the barriers reported in Chapter Four, the
participating businesses reported small steps and partial solutions that worked in the context of
their business model and community. Instead of charity-based strategies, the successes described
below emerge out of and work within the contexts of market-based private enterprises. These
prove the possibilities of overcoming some of the complex barriers businesses face in providing
wider access and inclusion for low-income consumers; it is critical that they be shared and built
upon. It is in that spirit that I frame Chapter Five. This chapter will present the solutions in the
same order as their corresponding barriers introduced in Chapter Four. Table 6 summarises the
content contained herein.
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Section

5.1
5.2
5.3

5.4
5.5

5.6

5.7

Barrier
Lack of Concern
Operational
Constraints
Costs

Successes Overcoming Barriers
 Growth of social enterprise to address social issues within market sphere
 Collaboration for social goals
 Collaboration for business operation efficiency
 Low margins on staple and local products
 Capitalising on the dollar of wealthier shoppers
Percent of item’s price diverted into a subsidisation fund
Till donations
Farmers’ Market Donation Stations
Fee for ATM usage & other “extras” to fill a subsidisation fund
High end fundraisers
 BC Association of Farmers’ Markets Coupon Program (FMNCP)

Politics/Structural
Constraints
Societal Customs
& Shopping
Habits
Speculated
Barriers
Stigma



Provincially-funded FMNCP




Fostering cultural change and a societal appreciation for food and AFNs
Locating in less affluent neighbourhoods

Appropriateness






Consulting with minority groups on types of foods desired
Pricing appropriate to those with tight budgets
Food portions/quantities for those with limited kitchen facilities.
Farmers’ markets pricing in $3.00 denominations for FMNCP
participants



Donations
 Excess food donated to food banks
 Human resources, money or ingredients to charities

General

 Peer-to-peer outreach
 Deliberate hiring of individuals facing barriers to employment
 Free community events

Table 5: Successes overcoming the barriers that prevent inclusion for low-income consumers

5.1 Businesses Becoming Concerned
The largest barrier remains to be businesses’ lack of awareness that they can be agents for
change in food justice movements. However, a solution to this barrier may lie in the social
enterprise model. The rising popularity of for-profit social enterprise businesses across the
province suggests an increasing concern for social issues from the private sector. Likewise, the
increased number of charities and non-profits initiating projects to generate income (within the
parameters set by the CRA) (Gannitsos 2003) demonstrates successful intersection of business
and philanthropy. Such activity is not new, as charities have always been able to generate
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revenue within certain limits (i.e. hospital gift shops or cafes at museums), but these projects are
increasing in prevalence and creativity. This indicates a growing interest in achieving a social
mission without complete dependence on charity (Manwaring and Valentine 2011). Additionally,
the growing numbers of social enterprises working specifically within the alternative food
movement suggests that awareness is building around the potential role for business to affect
food justice.
The growing prevalence and influence of social enterprise may help to shift attitudes
toward low-income consumers within the market-based alternative food sphere. Survey data
shows that the consumer-oriented food security concerns of “less hunger in the community” and
“equity in food access for all community members” were ranked as either the first or second
priority for all five social enterprise participants (excluding two that did not answer). This
compares dramatically to the priorities of the rest of the respondents, where these concerns were
ranked as sixth and fifth out of seven (mode ranking), respectively. With social enterprises’
greater presence and their interaction with other alternative food businesses, their concerns about
social issues may infiltrate into missions and activities of other businesses.
Social enterprise operators were likewise the only ones to report purposefully reaching
into food-insecure communities. They did this by engaging people around food (work parties,
workshops, programs specifically for vulnerable populations) or by embedding themselves
within low-income neighbourhoods (with fresh produce markets or community meals). Fresh
Roots, a non-profit that grows educational farms on school grounds, points to the importance of
locating in less-wealthy neighbourhoods, and contrasts their work to that of farmers’ markets,
saying farmers’ markets “are incredible movers of this word and really creating excitement
around local food but they just can’t be everywhere.” Instead, Fresh Roots’ sites are located in
“South Vancouver; not near major transportation, the hub of the population doesn’t live there,
and socioeconomically… on average, those neighbourhoods are less affluent than many other
neighbourhoods in Vancouver.” This creates different business challenges, but with due to their
non-profit vision, Good Food for All, they are committed to “figuring out how to make it work.
In a more distributed way” because food justice is a top priority. Fresh Roots produce is sold to
generate some funds to help further the social mission. However, it does not set out to make a
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profit, which allows for a concentrated focus on locating where Vancouverites need its presence.
This contrasts with other markets where profit might be the motivator in location decisions.
These social enterprises’ food justice work is an exciting signal. It provides a precedent,
demonstrating ways that market-based instruments can be employed to address food inequalities.
Their work may help stimulate a wider recognition that businesses can be concerned about and
active in addressing needs of low-income consumers. While businesses’ general lack of concern
about low-income community members’ food insecurity still constitutes an enormous barrier, the
rise of social enterprise demonstrates the permeation of social justice concerns into business, or
business into social justice.

5.2 Overcoming Operational Constraints
Participants who demonstrated relatively high concerns about food justice showed that
passion helps hurdle typical business operational constraints, the second barrier reported in
Chapter Four. A dominant theme running through these responses was of collaboration, and this
yielded two types of benefit to the business: it helped them affect change for social justice, and it
helped them improve business operations.
For those who wanted to achieve a wider social impact, collaboration with community
organisations helped facilitate this. Fresh Roots collaborates with schools as well as community
organisations that put together food boxes. These collaborations help distribute produce more
widely across the city than would be possible with current staff and volunteers operating twice-aweek pop-up markets.
For others, collaboration allowed for better business operations. The Kootenay Co-op, as
well as a couple farmers’ markets, reported that their staff sit on boards and committees for other
local organisations in efforts to share resources. To access space, the charity social enterprises
operators JustCatering and North Shore Culinary Institute both co-locate with community
organisations’ buildings, providing meals in exchange for renting the space. When the
Downtown Eastside (DTES) Kitchen Tables Project started its initiative, it partnered with
another organisation to share a vehicle and cold storage, thereby cutting costs.
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Other businesses collaborate with community kitchen organisations to offer cooking
classes; one group of farmers’ markets share the costs of large advertising projects; and one
farmers’ market co-locates with other community organisations for special events (doing so
offers the partnering organisation(s) space, while benefiting the market by attracting new
customers). The Kootenay Co-op makes positive change within the community while
maintaining a strong viable business. One manager attributes this to collaboration within the
community, saying, “I have never lived anywhere where people know how to leverage their nonfinancial capital so exceptionally well. The social capital, in this place where people say “yeah,
money aside” well that’s what a co-op is. It’s leveraging social capital…Our budget operates on
the same principles. So especially over the last couple of years, we have really focused on doing
things in partnership with other organisations.”
All of these examples demonstrate how the power of collaboration can be harnessed to
overcome some of the business operation constraints reported as barriers in Chapter Four.

5.3 Overcoming Costs Creatively
In response to the three key cost-related barriers, respondents shared three feasible
solutions. In the first case, the Kootenay Co-op sets lower margins on local products and staple
products (the board of directors has created a long list of what constitutes a staple). By doing
this, they provide more equitable access to the most important foods customers need and avoid
stigmatisation by offering the same affordable price to all customers. By setting lower margins
on local products, they simultaneously encourage customers to support local producers. The Coop is proven to attract a wide diversity of customers, and the representative interviewed there
posited that this pricing mechanism could be a significant factor responsible for this.
Businesses are also countering the cost-related barrier of competition from cheaper,
conventional foods. The premise for many such projects is to subsidise alternative foods for
lower-income groups by capitalising on the dollar of the privileged participating customer. With
the farmer unable to lower the price, the budget-constrained customer unable to pay that price,
and the business required to cover its expenses, the wealthier customers are seen as holding
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potential. Participants explained a number of unique ways they successfully use this idea within
the context of their operations and customer base. For example, a farmer at the Comox Valley
Farmers’ Market explained she offers her customers the opportunity to subsidise CSA shares for
customers who cannot afford one. Fresh Roots is considering doing a similar program, where
customers pay for a full share, but 25 percent is diverted into another fund to offset the cost of
the same product for food-insecure neighbours. Two of the businesses with physical retail stores
offer till donation cards, where customers can select their favourite charity or organisation, and
with a quick barcode scan, donate a certain monetary amount at the checkout. An increasing
number of farmers’ markets are now providing “Donation Stations” to encourage customers to
buy extra produce which is then donated to an emergency food provider. By charging for things
like paper bags (Kootenay Co-op) or using the ATM (a few farmers’ markets), extra money can
be collected and set into a fund for subsidising food costs for others.
The BCAFM Nutrition Coupon Program also acts as a subsidising mechanism, providing
access to healthy foods for low-income consumers through government funding. Although the
program requires a great deal of in-kind resources from market staff, volunteers, and community
partner organisations, subsidisation through government funding means that neither the
producers nor the markets have to suffer a financial burden. This is valued, according to
managers who said things like, “the people I talk to, especially the vendors, really appreciate it.
For our market and for the community.” Many markets are looking for ways to expand the
funding. For instance, the Powell River Farmers’ Market holds an annual high-end fundraiser
where diners’ dollars are donated to the program, to support those who cannot afford to be at the
table.
These ideas take the oft-reviled notion of subsidisation and transform it for a social good.
They illustrate businesses’ creativity in overcoming the challenges deeply rooted in capitalist
agri-food systems and take advantage of capitalist class differences, using the wealthier customer
as the agent for addressing social inequality. On an immediate level, these are important acts.
However, they will not go far enough toward evening out serious injustices in food systems
(conventional or alternative) due to the fundamental structural issues which will be discussed
below. These issues will be explored more deeply in Chapter Six, but before that, it is important
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to celebrate the small ways businesses demonstrated small successes in the face of large barriers
of politics and society: the next two sections.

5.4 Successes against Politics and Structural Constraints
The fifth barrier reported in Chapter Four surrounded structural constraints imposed by
neoliberal political systems in North America which support large-scale, intensive agricultures
and foster socioeconomic inequality. Participants mentioned only one initiative to the contrary:
the Farmers’ Market Nutrition Coupon Program (FMNCP). This program diverges from the
provincial and federal governments’ obvious favour for conventional agriculture, and hints that
they may have some interest in improving health outcomes for low-income British Columbians.
Over the course of the 2014 market season, during which this research was undertaken,
this program provided approximately 3,500 families and seniors with coupons worth $15 weekly
for four months. From a food justice perspective, this seems to be one of the few ways that the
provincial government is addressing issues of nutrition and food access in British Columbia.
Furthermore, as the funding comes out of the Ministry of Health, this move is an important
milestone illustrating some interest in preventative care in the context of a healthcare budget that
allocates 95 percent of spending to treatment rather than prevention (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Allocation of funds within BC Ministry of Health
(Auditor General of British Columbia 2013)

Alongside these social provisions, it supports alternative agriculture by bringing extra
customers and income to vendors at the 45 participating farmers’ markets (BC Association of
Farmers’ Markets 2013). The coupons are restricted for use solely at participating farmers’
markets and only accepted by vendors of meat, dairy, eggs, herbs, vegetables, and fruits. They
are exchanged for cash at the end of each market day and in 2013, the value of redeemed
coupons amounted to $359,000 for vendors (ibid.)). In this sense, the FMNCP is one (possibly
the only) example in BC of provincial government involvement in food insecurity crises and
alternative agriculture in tandem.
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Of course, issues exist with the FMNCP, as respondents pointed out: it only provides
food support for 16 weeks; the use of coupons creates a sense of stigma for users; recipients are
obliged to participate in food education workshops in a move that strikes as patronising (though
anecdotally, these demands appear to be relaxing); it prioritises spending on families, followed
by seniors, leaving many other low-income minority groups ineligible; it is generally regarded as
insufficient in terms of funding; there is no promise of its sustained operation (aside from vague
phrasings in press releases that the program “will be continuing into next year and beyond”
(British Columbia Ministry of Health 2014)); and it places enormous demands on market staff
and community partner organisations which help to distribute coupons.
This final point is especially important because it belies the positive and supportive
framings generally given to this government initiative. The program is designed so that it
requires heavy support from a “community partner”—a non-profit or charity already working in
the community with food-insecure individuals (frequently family resource centres, food banks,
or Salvation Armies). Respondents recounted that, with reportedly derisory honorariums as
compensation, these organisations recruit, register, provide workshops for, and disseminate
coupons to eligible participants. Additionally, they complete data entry, and compile final
reports. These organisations operate within the context of an ever-enlarging social service void,
and struggle to ameliorate the effects of an inadequate social safety net. Through this program,
the provincial government is making important strides to amend some aspects of food insecurity,
but it cannot be forgotten that it does so by taking advantage of already resource-constrained
non-governmental social service organisations. Nevertheless, in the face of structural issues
preventing access to healthy alternative food, respondents overall concluded that the FMNCP
offers some improvements, notwithstanding its multiple shortcomings.

5.5 Reorienting Societal Customs and Shopping Habits
In terms of making progress closer to ground-level, participants reported a generally
positive feeling about their role in changing societal attitudes in favour of AFNs. While
ingrained cultural habits and desire for convenience satisfied by conventional food systems still
constitute large barriers, the businesses mentioned how the alternative food movement rhetoric is
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permeating everyday discourse. While 29 percent of respondents lamented the lack of food skills
and knowledge among general society, half of those reported that societal attitudes seem to be
changing in favour of local, sustainably-grown fresh foods. One farmers’ market manager from
Vancouver said, “the conversations you hear on the busses, they are conversations that weren’t
happening ten years ago relevant to food security and food justice. So that is filtering down
slowly and surely [to create] that overall cultural change.” Fostering this cultural change is
where the alternative-food business representatives see their role, and 24 percent of participants
acknowledged this responsibility. One participant’s words demonstrate how seriously they
recognise this:
“The biggest thing that we can do is be present in our neighbourhoods for the
foreseeable future…that’s how relationships are built. People don’t choose to
make different decisions about their life because of one meeting point. It’s that
meeting point again—and they learn the lesson again—and every day, and
every month for like 10 years, and then they are like “‘oh, local food is
important.’”
As reasoned in Chapter Three, alternative food businesses are among the principal actors
shaping the alternative food movement, and the above quote reflects this director’s increasing
awareness of this. By reaching into neighbourhoods and sharing the virtues of alternative food,
he might bring greater legitimacy to the movement, and also be able to convince customers to
transfer some allegiance from conventional to alternative food networks. This quote represents
the understanding of the ten other participants. They reported that via their work, societal
attitudes are changing to favour AFNs, and in part, decreasing the extent to which these attitudes
constitute a barrier.

5.6 Addressing Speculated Barriers: Stigmas and Appropriateness
Respondents’ understanding of the barriers customers face patronising their businesses
were impartial at best. This is reflective of the first barrier, where business representatives were
shown to pay little attention to low-income community members. As such, their attempts to
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ameliorate speculated barriers for customers varied widely. The greater their awareness of or
concern for neighbours in their wider community, the more attention they gave to lowering
stigmas or improving food appropriateness. Evidence of their success in these pursuits (or lack
thereof) follows.

5.6.1 Lowering Stigmas
The three business types showed varying degrees of interest in ameliorating stigmas for
low-income shoppers at their businesses. The best efforts to ameliorate stigmatising
environments came from the social enterprises, as they are acutely aware of marginalised groups.
For instance, the Downtown Eastside (DTES) Kitchen Tables Project (run by charity social
enterprise, Potluck Café) recognises a need for outreach and education around food, but also
acknowledges that when done incorrectly, these efforts can be demeaning. Consequently, it
operates a peer-to-peer model, hiring “residents who come from the DTES, who have lived the
life of the DTES…previously homeless or accessing food line-ups.” In this way, the outreach can
be sensitive and tailored appropriately. Fresh Roots hosts work parties, potlucks, and festivals
on-site at their urban schoolyard gardens, gathering community members “just to eat good food
and celebrate it together.” JustCatering hires individuals with barriers to employment, and
taking a similar approach, two of the farming social enterprises and two of the café social
enterprises hire marginalised groups specifically. This means that little judgement is passed from
those serving to those being served when catering free meals to vulnerable individuals in the
community, selling at the farmers’ market, or serving customers in the cafés.
Farmers’ market managers acknowledged that certain consumers may not feel part of the
“in-group” at the market, but it is difficult to ascertain their efforts to diminish this barrier.
About 40 percent of the markets reported offering free events and activities such as cooking
demonstrations, samples and prizes, book exchanges, community meals, festivals, and even areas
for sitting to play board games or to read newspapers (for more detail, see Hodgins 2014). While
these could be understood as “successes” against the barrier of stigma, their efficacy depends on
the managers’ intentions when offering them. It was unascertainable whether managers offered
these activities with the intention of erasing perceptions of the market as exclusive or “yuppie,”
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or simply as a way to boost market presence overall. Evidence for the former was found in
quotes like the following: “we are all-inclusive, striving to educate all citizens of the value of
fresh, local food.” Yet, others viewed outreach primarily as a marketing tactic, as shown here:
“we have participated in community stuff [for kids]—the trade-off is we promote the market to
the parents.” Through these contrasting quotes, we see that each of the actions reported by
markets above has the potential to be a “solution” to stigma, but only if implemented with that
intention. The third business type, intermediaries, never mentioned stigmas.

5.6.2 Improving Food Appropriateness
Similar to above, the social enterprises (whether for-profit, or emerging from charity or
non-profit organisations) exhibited the most sensitivity to the importance of food appropriateness
for marginalised groups. For example, because Fresh Roots’ growing spaces are located on
schoolyards, they consult with the Parent Advisory Councils (PACs) as well as widely with all
interested community members “to make sure that their voices are being heard when...making
crop plans.” The DTES Kitchen Tables Project works specifically to serve residents of the DTES
and tailors food appropriately to their preferences. The project makes a point of selling a wide
selection of fruits, which are reportedly valued by those struggling with addictions, because fruit
sugars help curb cravings. It makes these accessible by selling them, along with other produce, in
a centrally-located pop-up market in the heart of the DTES. The pricing at this market is such
that residents “can come in with a quarter and be able to buy one peach. Or [they] could come in
with $10 and do [their] grocery shopping.” By focusing on ready-to-eat foods and offering
small quantities, the DTES Kitchen Tables Project ensures food is accessible to and appropriate
for those living in SROs. The social enterprises, in-tune with the social inequities of their
communities, appear most capable ensuring of food appropriateness for vulnerable
demographics.
With regard to food appropriateness, cursory conclusions from this research show that
pricing and portioning at farmers’ markets do not favour the low-income shopper to the level that
the social enterprises do. As an illustrative comparison to pricing at the DTES Kitchen Tables
market, one farmers’ market manager said she encourages vendors to create healthy snack-packs
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for children and “mark them up really well.” Comments along this theme suggest that farmers’
market managers pay minimal attention to pricing barriers affecting lower-income consumers
because they are working to create a strong marketplace where farmers earn an income.
Two small examples could be proffered as counter-points. First, in FMNCP-participating
markets, vendors were observed to be pricing items in three-dollar denominations to
accommodate easier transactions for shoppers using coupons that are printed in these increments.
Second, one farmers’ market vendor demonstrated concern that pricing be appropriate for lowincome consumers. He said, “we are starting to see that some of the vendors are starting to do
that as well with the produce. They have larger bags of spuds or smaller bags of spuds, or pay by
the pound. Portions I think is the way to go with making yourself available to all income
brackets.” This is a positive indicator that perhaps solutions to food appropriateness are being
taken up at markets in a small way. However, it remains unclear whether diverse pricing and
portioning can be a strategy to make the shopping environment more appealing and comfortable
for those with limited dollars to spend, as he suggests.

5.6.3 Countering Stigma and Inappropriateness: Summary
Although stigmatising experiences and inappropriate food quantities and types are
barriers experienced by customers, responsibility for their rectification falls in the purview of the
businesses. Some of the initiatives to provide solutions reported here are based on assessed, not
purely speculated, need. That is an important factor. The successful examples offered by social
enterprises illustrate that to ensure effectiveness of solutions, businesses must pay close attention
to potential customers’ needs. However, at times it is difficult to ascertain the motivation for
businesses’ investment into community outreach, festivals, and food literacy education. Can
these be seen as efforts to construct community gathering spaces for all kinds of customers, or
are they merely motivated by the need to raise the business profile to the kinds of privileged
customers already attracted to these spaces? The extent to which farmers’ markets and
intermediaries are truly investing effort to make food accessible and appropriate for low-income
consumers and to break down in-group stigmas remains unclear.
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5.7 Donations
A final group of successes in providing access to food for low-income consumers can
loosely be categorised as donations. Businesses undertook a variety of different initiatives based
on a charity mentality. For example, approximately one-third of surveyed farmers’ markets have
arrangements with food banks that pick up unsold products. Two of the four intermediary
businesses interviewed donate heavily to community organisations with money, ingredients, staff
time, or other products. Three of the five social enterprise interviewees spoke about donating
time and food to people and community events.
Whether it be the business itself or the more privileged customer discussed in Section 5.3,
these charitable acts are successfully providing greater linkages between low-income consumers
and high-cost alternative food, without sacrificing the percent of the profits available to the
producer. These important moves are excellent short-term solutions, but do nothing to reconcile
the deeper issues constituting food inequity.

5.8 Conclusion
In response to the multiple barriers reported in Chapter Four, businesses are creatively
working to find successful solutions. The examples they shared indicate that food inequities can
be partially addressed in small ways within a business context. Social enterprise appears to be the
leader in this movement, as it demonstrates that business can be harnessed to achieve social
goals. It is hoped that this will inspire more traditional for-profit businesses to become concerned
about food justice issues. Collaboration with others is proving to help businesses get past their
operational constraints, and by lowering margins on staples and subsidising food access through
wealthier clients, they are also overcoming some of the cost barriers. Some businesses
understand their position in the food system to be positively changing consumers’ attitudes,
encouraging a slow shift away from the conventional food system toward alternative options.
Recognising, though, that the conventional system is still very attractive, they are attempting to
create ways to make their business conform better to consumers’ well-established shopping
habits. This includes work to make access to their food easier. Additionally, though, it includes
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providing the food that people want and the environments that they are comfortable with. To this
end, businesses are also finding ways to offer the most appropriate foods and to erase stigma in
participation. Finally, and not surprisingly, businesses are also using the default method of
addressing social problems: donations.
Each of the examples shared by participants demonstrates how the complex and deeprooted barriers in Chapter Four are being addressed partially by some of the businesses involved
in this research. Unfortunately, the depth of the problems goes beyond the reach of any of the
successes shared in this chapter. Alternative food businesses still face irreconcilable barriers in
providing opportunities for access and inclusion for all demographics. The responsibility for
these problems lies beyond the realm of the independent business. To remove their most pressing
constraints requires policy changes and social shifts at a higher level. Exploring some
possibilities for these changes is the purpose of Chapter Six.
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Chapter Six: Discussion:
Investigating the Barriers and Solutions
at a Systems-Level
While the successes reported in Chapter Five provide some opportunities to move
forward, the few initiatives reported will never go far enough to truly rectifying the barriers,
which are symptomatic of more deeply-rooted issues. Chapters Three to Five have kept a narrow
focus on the market space, exploring the circumstances and interactions between consumers and
alternative-food business owners. In this chapter I take a wider perspective to analyse external
influences on the barriers that were uncovered and discussed in the preceding chapters. Doing so
illustrates that the barriers materialise from structural and societal dynamics beyond the level of
the individual business. As such, responsibility for their remediation transcends scales. Solutions
must be found through applied action at the business level, but in combination with policy
change and societal shifts. Only with attention to all three leverage points is it possible to
propose viable and profitable strategies for hurdling the barriers identified in this research.
In outlining the problems and proposing necessary changes at the levels of policy and
society, I draw upon the insights and activism of contemporary food systems actors. Food Secure
Canada, Food Banks Canada, regional food policy councils, regional poverty task forces, the
Young Agrarians network, the National Farmers Union, food scholars and academics of poverty,
and the BC Food Systems Network contributed enormously to this work, although never
formally included in the research. Their on-the-ground efforts and their identification of policy
levers aided in understanding complexities of these barriers at a systems-level.
Taking this broad perspective, Chapter Six will explore three levels of solutions to the
barriers uncovered in this research. The first level comprises the solutions employed at the level
of the business and immediate community, such as those reported in Chapter Five. Section 6.1
will analyse the role for such solutions in achieving food justice. Although indispensable, the
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businesses’ grassroots efforts are truncated by the confines of the political and economic
structures in which they are situated. Those higher-level structural barriers require policy change
for solutions, and these are discussed in Section 6.2. Beyond these political issues, though, exists
another dynamic that is often hidden or forgotten: societal attitudes. In order to generate political
will for structural change, a social shift has to take place. Specifically, success lies in shifting
societal attitudes away from condemnation of low-income individuals. This point of analysis was
not explicitly defined by participants as a barrier, but can be observed as latent in their discourse
and will be interrogated as part of this systems-level analysis in Section 6.3.
This chapter is intended to illuminate the dilemma of food-access inequality across the
entire food system, returning to the three-tiered visual employed earlier (see Section 1.3). Thus
far the problem has been presented as and understood by respondents as residing within the
confines of the individual business or its surrounding community. In this chapter I analyse the
way that a dysfunctional food system sits at the root of the barriers. The analysis of this chapter
sets the context for the final discussions that consider whether market-oriented alternative food
businesses can ever meaningfully improve food access for low-income consumers.

6.1 Grassroots Problems and Applied Solutions
Some examples of solutions currently possible at the ground-level are explained in
Chapter Five (see Table 6). These, however, represent only a handful of specific examples,
primarily shared by the 13 Phase Two participants, who exhibited the most engagement of the 45
total participants. The key to making these applied solutions more effective is through wider
uptake, in carefully tailored ways to the communities in question. If only 13 businesses of 45
involved in this research demonstrated any significant attempt at using their businesses to affect
food justice, then solutions are not prevalent enough to be make widespread improvement.
Clearly, there is a need for more businesses to initiate solutions to widen food access in
their business place. A useful way to do this might be through collaboration with community
groups. Two points substantiate this recommendation. First, respondents were sometimes not
aware of or possessed little understanding of their low-income neighbours, saying things like
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“We probably do have low-income members in our community" (emphasis theirs). Second, the
barriers faced by underserved populations varies tremendously across geography (as evidenced
by SPARC research, 2014), so context-specific projects are crucial. These two factors point to
the need for collaboration, specifically with community groups or agencies who work daily with
underserved groups. Doing so could help the business recognise that food insecurity exists for
low-income populations with whom it may not interact and it can help them determine
appropriate ways of serving them.
Importantly, one business owner highlighted that cooperation must be reciprocal.
Inasmuch as businesses must become more concerned and willing to support community groups,
the opposite must be true. She said, “I just feel that maybe people don’t think of me or consider
me to be part of [the food security movement] because I’m a business. Or they don’t see that my
intentions aren’t only to be profitable…” This quote again highlights the two conceptualisations
of food security: it is an issue of hunger and access (consumption conceptualisation) by some,
but a call for increased localised production and small-farmer support (production
conceptualisation) by others. As a business owner, this respondent is assumed to understand food
security from the latter viewpoint. She struggles to communicate her concern for food justice and
to be seen as a useful ally by social justice organisations in the community. A thriving local food
system will be unattainable if food actors remain in silos; food security will never be
accomplished without attending to both ends of the supply chain; and those serving the food
needs of wealthy and the underserved must be in direct communication.
Collaboration, then, is an important tool for sharing good ideas, such as those reported in
Chapter Five. These ideas include lowering margins on staples, carrying out fundraisers, offering
subsidised food items, accepting food and cash donations from wealthier customers to lower
costs, and hosting events and workshops to decrease stigmas (Table 6). Furthermore, this sharing
of ideas provides greater awareness of the needs of lower-income consumers. This helps
stimulate context-specific solutions by sizing products appropriately, offering culturally diverse
foods, and creating more accessible transportation options. These on-the-ground actions have the
potential to widen access to more diverse groups of customers, if taken up and implemented by
businesses in a tailored way, appropriate to the community and the business. They help to
ameliorate the barriers highlighted by this research; however they will never be sufficient to
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create a truly equitable food system. I turn now to discussing the changes at policy and societal
levels which will allow for the creation of viable markets serving livelihood-insecure producers
in tandem with food-insecure, low-income consumers.

6.2 Structural Barriers and Policy Solutions
Emerging scholarly opinion has pointed to the need for food to be treated more carefully
than as mere commodity on a neoliberal stage of global trade. In 2002, Barling, Lang, and
Caraher proposed the concept of “joining-up” the Canadian food system. Both this initial work
and that of scholars who developed it further (MacRae 2011; Rideout et al. 2007) treat the
concept as a holistic policy addressing agriculture, health, social and environmental concerns.
Considering that the Federal Government’s perspective toward food is deeply polarised in the
contemporary context, this appears an immense task. The silo of agriculture is seen in terms
completely divorced from the realm of hunger, and even further, its root cause: poverty. Creating
a joined-up food policy will necessitate a greater degree of state accountability to the issues of
poverty and inaccessibility to nutritious food.
Canada needs an integrated national food policy that will encompass concerns of farmers
growing the food, and citizens purchasing it. The nation’s lack of such a policy was harshly
criticised by the UN special rapporteur for food during his 2011 visit, and is regularly mentioned
by organisations including the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (Riches 2011), Food
Secure Canada (2011), and the National Farmers’ Union (2012), among countless others. The
kinds of policy changes necessary to rectify the ills of the contemporary food system are
manifold; the ones that would specifically address the barriers relevant to this research follow
below. Section 6.2.1 discusses the policy changes necessary to address the hunger and poverty
aspects of this problem, while 6.2.2 highlights recommended policy changes to support AFNs
that prioritise sustainable agricultural production. Separating them is a choice made for clarity’s
sake, but should not imply that they are independent topics. A holistic national food policy is
necessary. It is not possible to address the problem of this research—lack of access to sustainable
foods for low-income Canadians—without addressing government inattention to poverty and to
ecologically-sensitive, alternative agriculture.
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6.2.1 Hunger and Poverty
Food insecurity in Canada affects over four million Canadians, and this is largely a
political issue, not one of inadequate levels of food. In this section I argue that income-related
food-insecurity is in critical need of political attention. Until the 1.2 million food-insecure
Canadian households (Tarasuk, Mitchell, and Dachner 2014) have the capacity and the agency to
make food decisions freely, it is almost ludicrous to think of access to alternative food products.
Food insecurity in such a wealthy, developed country as Canada is widely admonished,
and results from poverty more than any other single factor (Davis and Tarasuk 1994). Dietitians
of Canada (2012) data demonstrate the true impact of poverty in terms of access to fresh and
nutritious foods. By evaluating the cost of a nutritious food basket as $863.63 for a family of
four monthly, they directly illustrate the way that constrained budgets are at odds with ability to
purchase healthy food. They calculate the indispensable costs of living, and then show that if a
family of four on income assistance chose to purchase healthy food, they would be accrue a debt
of $124 each month. Nutritious food should not be a luxury; it should be a given. The fact that
Canadians are forced to sacrifice adequate food in order to afford housing and prevent sinking
deeper into poverty is a violation of basic rights to food (UN General Assembly 1966). The
nutritious food comprising the Dieticians’ healthy food basket is priced according to the average
prices in grocery stores. It might be safe to assume, then, that if their calculations were to
encompass prices of nutritious foods found at farmers’ markets, local health food stores, or
alternative food co-ops, the kinds of spaces discussed in this research, the numbers would be
even higher. The dilemma of food access in the top tier becomes all the more apparent in light of
these data.
Currently, social assistance is extremely inadequate, as evidenced by steadily rising
indicator numbers, and these directly correlate with food insecurity levels. Food insecurity
levels, food bank usage, and poverty levels continue to rise (Statistics Canada 2014a; Food
Banks Canada 2014; Statistics Canada 2014b). For populations relying on BC social assistance
as the main source of income, food insecurity levels jump to over 75 percent. The provincial
minimum wage is $10.25 at the same time that the living wage been calculated as high as $20.10
in Metro Vancouver (Ivanova and Klein 2014) (a living wage is the minimum income necessary
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to provide an adequate standard of living in a given region, accounting for the costs of food and
health, accommodation and associated utilities, transport, and basic recreation in that place).
Although it is true that businesses need to get concerned about and active in the food access
conversation, and that there are many things that they can do in a more applied manner, this
intractable problem needs governmental attention at both the provincial and federal level.
A Poverty Reduction Strategy for BC
British Columbia needs a poverty reduction strategy. It is the only province (or territory)
yet to implement such a strategy, and since 2001 has held the highest level of poverty in Canada
(with the exception of 2007 when it held the second-highest level) (Statistics Canada 2014b).
15.6 percent of British Columbians lived in poverty in 2011 (the last available data) (ibid.). Food
insecurity results from poverty, but poverty results from politics, so improving these statistics
requires political commitment.
87 percent of British Columbians believe that the Premier should set concrete targets and
timelines to reduce poverty (Klein et al. 2008), and pressure for more concerted provincial effort
comes from all sides. The BC Poverty Reduction Coalition, Provincial Health Services
Authority, Dieticians of Canada, and Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (among others)
have provided clear, comprehensive recommendations, including significantly increasing welfare
benefits, disability rates, and minimum wage, and indexing all of these to inflation. If
implemented, these actions would have the effect of providing more British Columbians with the
choice to select the foods they desire, in a way that is appropriate to them, and to relieve some of
the burden on charity-based emergency food providers.
A Guaranteed Annual Income for Canada
At the same time, however, poverty reduction strategies in place in other provinces and
territories are also considered inadequate. With the exception of Newfoundland and Labrador,
poverty rates have increased in all provinces, despite their legislated attempts to the contrary. For
this reason, more profound action may be necessary. The federal government has been called
upon to create a guaranteed annual income, or basic income (Tarasuk 2014; Segal 2013). While
this already exists for seniors in Canada, and was trialed successfully in the 1970s in a
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Manitoban community (Forget 2011), it is viewed as a radical departure from the current
neoliberal-oriented state that maintains a rather hands-off approach. Speaking critically of his
colleagues, Hugh Segal says that in the eyes of conservative politicians, such an idea “violates
some primordial work ethic” (2012). However, by ensuring a universal, unconditional income
floor, the illogical crisis of developed-nation hunger could be eliminated in Canada. Setting a
relatively conservative income floor by using the low-income cut-off would lift more than 1.2
million Canadians out of poverty, argues Valerie Tarasuk (2014).
These poverty reduction measures would create one very significant achievement in
regard to this research: they would give Canadians economic agency. Policy change to lift
Canadians above the poverty line would equip them with the capacity to make decisions about
their food. The success of poverty reduction is not that it would solve the dilemma of lowincome exclusion from alternative foods per sae. Rather, it would allow more Canadians to
choose the food system in which they prefer to partake.
Restoration of Government Support for Non-Profit Food Providers
Agreeing that food banks are not an appropriate solution for developed-nation hunger,
food justice advocates debate the role of these and other food charities. The concern is whether
they ought to work to make themselves extinct (by advocating for policy change to reduce
hunger: (Food Banks Canada 2014; Dieticians of Canada 2012)) or rather, to improve their
operations (by gaining greater resources to expand their mission). In the context of this research,
it is compelling to consider the latter option momentarily, but with caution.
Realising the barriers to improving access to nutritious foods in the business
environment, but agreeing that fresh, alternative foods need to become more widely available, it
might be prudent to consider this unification from the opposite direction. The Greater Vancouver
Food Bank sets a good example by reformatting their traditional food bank system into a food
hub which can incorporate more farm-fresh products instead of relying heavily on donations
from the conventional food system. By doing this, it is transplanting the sustainable agricultural
aspect of the alternative food system into the emergency food system. There may be room in the
non-profit environment to help widen food access, but how this is done is critical.
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Accomplishing this meaningfully cannot be done if government support takes the form of
short-term, project-specific grants, as is currently the case. Today, non-profit actors are steered
by government grant requirements to provide tangible deliverables but are infrequently provided
funds for day-to-day operations and staffing (Evans, Richmond, and Shields 2005). As social
services are cut, they lose allies on the ground and are obliged to fill the gap that public agencies
previously filled (Lim 2014). The fact that so few emergency food organisations have been able
to purchase alternative foods or invest in the necessary freezer and cooler space to offer fresh
products are symptoms of a structural problem (ibid.) that keeps them persistently and
increasingly resource-constrained. In fact, the success of the GVFB is an anomaly within the
larger environment of emergency food providers in BC, who are feeling the effects of state
withdrawal from social services. Calling for greater support for charities must be read as a
reinstatement of government-provided social agencies and social workers working on the ground
toward mutual goals. It means a return to Keynesian principles of collaboration between the state
and voluntary sector, and funding that supports long-term initiatives (Evans, Richmond, and
Shields 2005).
At first glance, the BCAFM Nutrition Coupon Program might be seen as a counterpoint
to the worrying withdrawal of the state. It appears to be channelling government money into a
non-profit infrastructure that addresses food insecurity. Instead, with deeper probing, it becomes
apparent that the FMNCP actually masks—and possibly comes at the direct cost of—enormous
cuts to social services. One representative from a community partner organisation pointed out
that the pool of money from which the FMNCP is funded actually comes out of the budgets that
used to pay for social support workers, dieticians, and community health workers2. Now,
vulnerable citizens are left even more so, while community agencies are forced to fill the void as
best as they can.

2

n.b. this information remains anecdotal, as it is impossible to find such specific information on the budgets and
their precise allocation. However, it is common knowledge that the Conservative government has been
implementing budget cuts since 2010 in the goal to balance the federal budget (Macdonald and Hatt 2014). The
Canadian Centre on Policy Alternatives provides valuable analyses on the impacts of these cuts. Their analysis of
the effects of federal budget cuts on Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) shows that the
Social Development program (which provides homelessness support initiatives) will suffer a 62% reduction in
staffing between 2012 and 2016 (Macdonald 2013, 4).
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If provided with legitimate government support or substantial, dependable funding, then
perhaps more charities could provide a legitimate, meaningful role in addressing food
insecurities, or even move toward a food hub model to champion the products of alternative
growers simultaneously. In the meantime, the ever-constraining charity mould into which they fit
gives them little agency to make such change (Evans, Richmond, and Shields 2005). Of course,
encouraging charity is not the purpose of this research: this research seeks to understand the
potential ways to ameliorate food insecurity through functioning market-based enterprise.
However, the unique position of the FMNCP means that its impacts cannot be viewed just from
the perspective of the market. Its intersectionality with government and civil service lends it
more complexity than at first glance, and highlights again the need for government responsibility
to social crises. Further, despite its charity status, the work of the GVFB lends relevance to this
research. By taking up the food hub concept, it is trying to exercise its agency outside of the
bounds of the traditional model, and showing potential to cross boundaries between alternative
and emergency food systems. It is incorporating social enterprise, investing purchasing dollars in
sustainable food procurement, and trying to use its front-line access with food-insecure
Vancouverites to create opportunities for healthy food access.

6.2.2 Alternative Food Networks
Even with increased purchasing capacity and decision-making agency, however, only a
minority of shoppers will transfer allegiance to AFNs if they are more costly and less convenient
than conventional shopping spaces. My reporting of societal customs (Section 4.5) illustrates
this. Disincentives are created by a suite of barriers that inhibit AFNs from becoming more
efficient and competitive. The most significant of these are unsuitable government policies,
which have remained “essentially unchanged” in their orientation toward technology and
monoculture since 1969 (Kneen 2011, 83). With greater government support for alternative
production and distribution, it may be possible to temper the price and convenience disparities
between conventional and alternative food markets, thereby providing wider access to products
in the exclusive top tier. In seeking food justice, it is important to address agricultural policy
because “only when [it] is focused on growing healthy food for people to eat over the long term,
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rather than on commodities for trade, will the population as a whole be in a position to eat
recommended foods” (Engler-Stringer 2011, 147).
As noted in Chapter Four, the degree to which those engaged in the alternative food
movement desired government support or involvement varies. However, from a systems-level
view, it seems that governments must be implicated in making positive change feasible. Instead
of the traditional model that tells farmers to “get big or get out,” (Blay-Palmer 2008b, 63) it is
necessary that sustainable, small scale agriculture be valued, and this respect be reflected in more
favourable policy.
Farmers in this field have collaboratively articulated the most pertinent policy changes
that would stimulate sustainable agriculture. Motivated by the looming farmer-succession crisis
that sees few young or new farmers able or willing to enter the career, the National Farmers’
Union, FarmStart, and Young Agrarians propose a number of changes to make the field more
inviting. Access to land is a major issue entrenched by poor policy. Possible options include the
leasing of public fallow land to farmers, a paragovernmental land reserve creation, a robust land
protection policy to protect Class 1-4 lands nationwide, the establishment of a nationwide
farmland trust similar to the American Farmland Trust, a public loan insurance program for farm
purchases, and core funding for farm-linking programs, among others. They also point out the
need for government support to set up farm labour centres, subsidised agricultural consulting
services, and long-term core funding for mentorship and incubation farm programs to fill labour
requirements. If these supports are provided, farming practices currently defined as “alternative”
can become more mainstream, resulting in wider access and less prohibitive costs. Such a
scenario will allow the two conceptualisations of food security to be viewed in closer proximity:
producer livelihood security need not be at odds with consumer food security.
Participants in this research frequently raised the issue of competition with lower-cost
products. Government attitude toward agriculture has to shift to acknowledge alternative
methods of sustainable production rooted in agroecological principles—not yields-focused
industrial intensification—as a way to stimulate labour markets, produce food, and foster social
cohesion. The problem of unfair price competition between alternative and conventional food
stems from the fact that the government operates under a “decoupling” approach (Forge 2004).
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This means that any decisions associated with production and any support programs are equal,
regardless of the type of agriculture in question. This disadvantages farmers who choose to grow
sustainably or by organic principles, whose labour costs are higher, whose cropping systems are
generally more diverse, and who do not have the same liberty to use commercial inputs as the
conventional farmers for whom the industry is designed. Another example illustrating the lack of
attention for alternative producers is that when applying for crop insurance, farmers’ calculations
are based on conventional crop values, so do not appropriately reflect or protect the value of the
organic crop (Forge 2004).
The unfair price competition between conventional and alternative food products is a
challenge with a solution, say many activists. The key lies in payments for ecosystem services or
similar price adjustments. As food policy activist and author Dr. Wayne Roberts says, we need to
pay farmers for providing ecological services, rather than producing food which is wasted
(Roberts 2014). The New Farmers Coalition draws on inspiration from the EU CAP and ALUS
programs, both of which encourage farmers to consider sustainable land-use practices
(FarmLINK 2013). With its potential to encourage more farmers to transition to more sustainable
practices as well as to provide more financial support to those already operating by those
principles, the calls for this sort of government payment are growing louder. Pursuing a model
similar to the USDA’s Community Food Projects Program (Webber and Dollahite 2008) might
also help support AFNs. All these solutions are proposed with the understanding that making
ecologically-sensitive farming more competitive could help to minimise the cost discrepancy that
consumers face when choosing between conventional and alternative foods.

6.2.3 Summarising: The Need for Policy Change in Favour of Food-Insecure Consumers and
Livelihood-Insecure Producers
Although this research examines the market landscape of alternative food, the inequality
manifest there is only symptomatic of larger, structurally-induced inequalities. Inequality in the
food system is a problem much larger than the relationship between low-income consumers and
retailers, which cannot be rectified without enormous changes to policy and shifts in
governmental prioritisation. This section has focused on the specific policy levers which would
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provide the conditions for more equitable food access. Addressing food security at the consumer
end could be improved via a poverty reduction strategy, a guaranteed annual income, and
possibly greater capacity for charitable food organisations to make deeper impact in their
community. At the production end, agricultural policy must shift to account for the growing
numbers of alternative and organic small-scale farmers so that the costs of farming ecologically
are less burdensome for producers and are not passed onto consumers (and only those who can
pay). Making dramatic policy changes to address food insecurity at both ends of the spectrum
would increase consumer democracy within today’s unjust and inequitable food system.

6.3 Societal Solutions: Rectifying the Negative Discourses Surrounding Low-Income
Individuals and their Relationship with Food
Although policy change is essential to ameliorate the barriers found at the business level,
it will only be granted concern in government once Canadian society demands it. Breaking down
the stratified three-tiered food system means transcending class lines, and this requires a shift in
attitude and discourse at the societal level. Guthman describes ingrained negative opinions
toward marginalised groups and their relationship with food (2008a), which stymy diversity. If
such stereotypes continue to animate the system, they will function as a sustained barrier to
realising justice in alternative food networks. In this section, I point out how pervasive and
damaging societal attitudes can be, and how solutions lie in their rectification. Optimistically, in
partial contrast to Guthman’s work, some participants in this research possessed a surprising
level of empathy and a dogged opposition to oppressive and derogatory stereotypes. This data
provides evidence of the start of a positive shift in opinion. However, until these kinds of
attitudes permeate more deeply, structural change will be slow to materialise.

6.3.1 Negative Opinions and the Damage they Inflict
Food access comprises three distinct categories: physical, informational and economic.
But in blaming the individual, “informational” is most widely accepted as a trope in society. One
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of my participants revealed this opinion when asked whether she thought low-income consumers
wanted the food that she sells. She responded, “if I’m thinking of educated, more middle class
people who are not making those choices [to support local foods]…will low-income or less, you
know, more marginalised, less-educated…? You know.” In this quote lies an assumption that
low-income equates with less educated. Other respondents observed, “they haven’t made that
connection to eating that food…that it’s the most important thing I can do for my health” and
“it’s not in their lifestyle…they don’t know how to deal with fresh vegetables day after day after
day,” which again suggests that they are somehow less knowledgeable about food than we. These
kinds of opinions, shared openly with me, illustrate some of the socially-constructed negative
assumptions about low-income consumers.
These attitudes were also found through the process of the research, by others in broader
society who asked with condescension “what is the point” of this research. They employed tired
generalisations that “poor people” are accustomed to food bank handouts (both in the habitual
sense and more specifically in terms of taste customs and preferences), commonly mirroring one
participant’s opinion that, “a lot of low-income people are used to highly processed foods that
are fast to prepare and may not buy fresh or local if it were less expensive.”
Beyond the politics creating the three-tiered structure of today’s food system, these
attitudes socially upholds it. They disregard the reality that diversity in food attitudes and choices
is a product of being human. Regardless of income level, some people opt for processed foods,
while others find pleasure in fresh, sustainably grown foods. The constraints of income make this
diversity opaque, creating a situation where food budget acts as the key decision-maker. Just as
there are wealthy shoppers who can disguise their lack of food skills by eating out, so too are
there budget-constrained consumers who value sustainably-grown fresh foods and go without
meals to provide their children with that product (Webber and Dollahite 2008). If people desire
access to certain foods, there is merit in investing effort to support them.
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6.3.2 Questioning the Assumptions
Interestingly, although this discourse about lack of food knowledge is pervasive, it is not
well substantiated. For example, Beagan and Chapman probed this topic specifically and found
that “while it is commonly believed that lower income groups lack nutrition knowledge and
cooking skills, several studies contest this. Research in the United Kingdom, France, and Canada
suggests that in fact higher-income groups are more likely to eat out and purchase prepared foods
than are lower-income groups” (2012, 146). Studies of food bank users find that awareness of the
foods’ poor quality is high, and many users are highly opposed to the product on offer, calling it
“garbage” (Loopstra and Tarasuk 2012, 507) and saying, “I don’t want to feed my kids with junk
foods” (SPARC BC, Grandview Woodland Food Connection 2014, 18). Actions, too, hint at
attitudes toward food: the fact that the Farmers’ Market Nutrition Coupon Program has a
redemption rate of 92 percent (2013 season—preliminary results from 2014 show a slight
increase) indicates that access to fresh produce, meat and eggs is desired (BC Association of
Farmers’ Markets 2013). This is corroborated in academic studies of similar programs in other
locales (Herman, Harrison, and Jenks 2006).

6.3.3 A Rejection of Negative Stereotypes
Happily, some of the respondents in this research illustrated opposition to these common
assumptions and reflected some of the points made by Beagan and Chapman. For example, when
prompted to consider food skills of “low-income” consumers in their community, many business
owners responded with passion. They were keenly aware that “low-income” consumers “should
not be grouped as…any one homogenous group” (six respondents expressed this sentiment) and
argued that “a lot of low-income families do have strong food connections—there is a lot of
knowledge” (a feeling revealed by eight respondents). Furthermore, from their vantage point,
they understood declining levels of food skills and knowledge to be a problem in “society as a
whole, not just low-income people” (an opinion shared by seven respondents). As a researcher, I
was extremely conflicted by the necessary use of this term “low-income,” because doing so
would risk perpetuating stereotypes and generalisations about an already-vulnerable population.
For that reason, it was heartening to have respondents resist using the categorisation too, saying
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things like, “You're asking me to answer on behalf of someone else. If I gave that answer, then
I'm diminishing their thoughts and the value of their opinions.”
This resistance to caricaturising individuals in poverty cannot be labelled a widespread
trend, but it does present cause for optimism. It is quite possible that by being deeply engaged in
the food system, these research participants are more aware of diversity in people’s relationships
with foods than is the general public. Furthermore, the topic of this research may have primed
them to speak more cautiously and behave in a more politically-correct manner than they might
have in everyday conversation. Nonetheless, their rejection of overused and oppressive
stereotypes is encouraging, especially because in their role as business leaders, this translates
more easily into willingness to try new strategies for wider inclusion. As role models in their
communities, it will hopefully translate into creation of a more accepting and inclusive climate.
More importantly, it is hoped that such attitudinal shifts will result in more effective influence on
policy change, where solutions to the most intractable problems lie.

6.4 Conclusion
This chapter has sought to provide a measured analysis of the situation in which the
barriers of this research reside and to bring in outside research, contemporary debates, and
complementary evidence to contemplate three pathways for solutions. Applied solutions
(reported in Chapter Five, and summarised in Section 6.1 of this chapter), implemented within
the business offer some strategies though remain fairly unspecific within these pages, pointing to
the need for context-relevant and tailored initiatives based on individual businesses and their
community members.
The overarching constraint remains the lack of appropriate food policy, as reported in
Section 6.2. Understanding the policy shortcomings illuminates how food-access inequality is
structurally-rooted, and illustrates that it does not only exist in AFNs, but also in conventional
food spaces. This inequality is a result of poverty and the politics maintaining it. Despite their
varied backgrounds, the numerous actors concerned about food access, poverty, marginalised
groups, and food security rally behind essentially three key policy asks: a living wage, a
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guaranteed annual income, and a poverty reduction strategy for BC. Those concerned about the
viability of alternative food production also agree on the need for three key changes at policy
level: incentives for sustainable cultivation to lower the cost of alternative food production,
farmland preservation, and support for new entrants.
While these policy solutions have real potential to ameliorate the issues of food-access
inequality in alternative and conventional food spaces, progress toward legislating them is
hampered by societal norms and attitudes. This is particularly true of the poverty-reduction
policy levers. To encourage more concern and action within businesses, and to garner response
from political leaders to make policy changes in favour of food justice, the negative assumptions
and stereotypes attached to Canadians of low socioeconomic status must be erased. This research
pointed optimistically to the beginning of a discursive shift as some participants rejected tired
stereotypes about low-income consumers. However, until these dangerous attitudes are rejected
collectively, policy solutions will be slow in coming.
These three themes have knock-on effects to each other, and all three solutions must be
considered in tandem. However, the necessary societal attitudes are only beginning to appear,
and in their absence, the crucial policy changes appear far from being implemented. Lacking
these solutions, a three-tiered, inequitable food system seems destined to continue into the
foreseeable future. In light of the constraints of this structure, it is pertinent to ask whether forprofit businesses possess the capacity to make meaningful change in evening out inequality in
the food system. Considering that the majority of the essential solutions reported in this chapter
exist at a higher level than the individual business, but recognising that change at those levels is
slow to occur, it is pertinent to reflect upon the research question. We must critically examine the
responsibility of businesses in affecting food justice when larger structural issues of income
inequality and hunger dominate.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
This final section returns to the central motive of this work to question businesses’ role in
rectifying food-access inequality. I reflect upon the findings of this research which show
businesses’ lack of significant improvement to food justice, and I contemplate the reality that
for-profit enterprise may never be the appropriate vehicle to address social concerns.
I begin the following chapter by comparing the successes reported in Chapter Five to the
barriers of Chapter Four to point out that the barriers far outweigh the successes. Then, by
considering the dire need for significant policy changes as analysed in Chapter Six, I reason that
such low success is attributable more to external constraints than to faults of the individual
businesses. By reflecting on the food system overall, I finish by contemplating the respective
roles of for-profit business, charity, and government in questions of food security.

7.1 A Need for More Success Stories
Prior to this research, there was a lack of conversation about the underlying reasons
behind an exclusive top tier in the food system. High cost was the accepted reason, while all
other potential explanatory aspects were simply acknowledged but investigated in little detail. As
now evidenced, a wide array of barriers exist that eliminate the “high-cost food; low-budget
consumer” argument as the sole explanation for the exclusionary nature of AFNs. However,
limited solutions to these barriers exist.
Few businesses sought to tackle the barriers preventing them from offering wider access
to alternative foods for low-income consumers. Most of the 45 businesses surveyed had
internalised the cost explanation, so were unable to envision any solution aside from lowering
farmers’ prices or taking a financial hit as a business. Naturally, these saw no uptake. The
conversation about solutions could go nowhere if cost was the only understood barrier. For
example, survey respondents would argue, “the farmer has decided what he needs to charge in
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order to make a living. We do not monitor their choice,” which made it clear that they could not
envision any solutions for inequality in food access at their business.
In spite of this widely-held belief, a small subset of participants exhibited a higher level
of concern about rectifying food-access inequalities. These were the thirteen businesses chosen
for deeper study. The successful ideas presented in Chapter Five arose chiefly from those
participants. The ideas were creative and well-suited to needs in their communities (collaborating
with hunger relief organisations, working with other businesses, capitalising on wealthier
customers to subsidise food for lower-income shoppers, and donating to charities doing frontline work). However, their high levels of concern and engagement were certainly not
representative of the for-profit alternative food landscape province-wide.
Furthermore, these well-meaning efforts are successful to only a limited extent. They lack
the capacity to comprehensively create a just alternative food system, even if taken up by all the
businesses. They are part of the solution, but improving access to nutritious food requires policy
changes at a higher level. Perhaps we cannot fault the businesses that were unable to think
creatively past the barrier of cost. Although thirteen case-study businesses proved some
feasibility in improving access to their products for low-income consumers, the rest might be too
constrained by economic and political structures beyond their control. Reflecting on Chapters
Four and Five finds that the barriers far outweigh the reported successes.
In questions of food access inequality, much work and discussion orients around charity
responses and/or government retreat from social service provision and the need for changes to
reverse this trend (Wakefield et al. 2012; Riches 2002). In an attempt to address the problem
from a different angle, this research has sought to investigate whether a leverage point exists in
the form of for-profit businesses, just as Guthman, Allen, and Morris did in 2004-2005 in
California (published in 2006). Nonetheless, analysis of solutions (Chapter Six) clearly points to
the inescapable need for policy change and wider societal shifts outside of the immediate
business place. This work sought to reveal potential for improvement within the sphere of private
enterprise, but it determined that working within this sphere in isolation would be insufficient.
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7.2 Situating the Roles and Responsibilities of Food-System Actors in Work for Food
Justice
Market-Based Businesses
Considering the growing awareness of food justice issues, as well as the growth of the
alternative food movement, it was hoped that this research would find evidence of private
enterprise balancing providing the provision of producer livelihood needs in tandem with
consumer food security needs. Unfortunately, findings were disappointingly similar to those of
Guthman et al. nine years ago. The participating businesses largely conceptualise food security
from a producer perspective, and scarcely define food security as a question of unequal access to
appropriate food.
Social Enterprise
The only exception to this disappointing conclusion is found in the fascinating and
optimism-inducing model of social enterprise. By bridging income-generation and philanthropic
motivations, social enterprise is conferred a creativity to operate under unique principles and
financial circumstances. This was especially true for the three agricultural social enterprises
studied in this project, as they illustrated commitment to both perspectives of food security
(consumer and producer), but professed little concern for high profit. The four food and catering
non-profits operating social enterprises demonstrated less ability to support alternative,
sustainable food production. However, all three professed an understanding of its benefit, and
prioritised it where possible. They too, were focused on earning money through their social
enterprise branch, but only to the extent necessary to accomplish their social mission (paying
workers a living wage, or paying tuition and purchasing supplies for culinary students). It
appears that this model has promise to address food security holistically by (or in spite of)
employing market-based strategies.
On the other hand, this observation may be prematurely optimistic. In a different light,
the growth of non-profits and charities engaged in social enterprising activity can be condemned
as a negative symptom of a neoliberalised state policy. Neoliberal restructuring in Canada has
forced the voluntary sector to take over social service provisioning, but simultaneously increased
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pressures for non-profit organisations (NPOs) to operate more efficiently. According to Evans,
Richmond, and Shields, the transition from a Keynesian to a neoliberal governance environment
has resulted in NPOs operating with insufficient resources: shorter-term grants based on potential
for deliverables rather than stable, predictable long-term funding; less funding available for
core/operations activities; and increased competition among NPOs (2005). This has increased
pressure for NPOs to take on more business-like behaviour (lean management, competition), and
actual business activities (social enterprising). Understanding the rise of social enterprising
activity in NPOs as a desperate response to increasing neoliberal hegemony is much more
disconcerting than the optimistic reading offered above.
Due to the small sample size of social enterprises in this research, it is challenging to
conclude whether their existence is reason for optimism or cause for criticism. When evaluating
for-profit social enterprises, the positive findings may be accurate. However, this research mostly
included the perspectives of social enterprises run by non-profits and charities. For these, the
negative evaluation may be more accurate. With only one for-profit social enterprise participant,
it is impossible to evaluate: further research is merited.
Charity
Beyond the non-profit and charity organisations involved in this research because of their
social enterprising activity, other non-profit actors merit attention. By comparison to the forprofit businesses that were studied in this research, NPOs exemplify much greater dynamism in
their work. Organisations like the Greater Vancouver Food Bank, which is creating dignified
access to fresh, nutritious foods through mobile market trucks and by creation of a food-hub;
Community Food Centres Canada, which is creating partnerships with small-scale alternative
farmers to support producers and food-insecure consumers; and Food Secure Canada, which is
drawing on a food sovereignty model to incorporate the voices of producers, aboriginal groups,
hunger-relief organisations, and policy makers, all demonstrate how charities and non-profit
organisations view food security holistically and address issues at multiple scales. The Dieticians
of Canada also demonstrate attention to all three tiers and both conceptualisation of food security
in their long-term strategy toward attaining food security. This strategy takes three phases:
emergency food provision; food reskilling; and food system transformation (Dieticians of
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Canada 2012, 9). These organisations are only four examples of many in a creative not-forprofit, non-governmental sphere. But their energies and creativity, combined with the examples
provided by the charity and non-profit social enterprise participants in this research, beg us to
question: what are actors animating the top tier (Figure 1) doing to create wider inclusion?
Increasingly, the data force us to consider that perhaps business leaders in that tier are too
constrained by their market-based approach to deliver a win-win for producers and consumers,
and this will not change without structural transformation.
Government
Emerging as the constraining factor in this topic is government. The provincial
government’s lack of a poverty reduction strategy, and the federal government’s overt preference
for industrial, export-oriented food production combine to create a political and economic
climate which are unfavourable for food security from either the producer or consumer
perspective.
In considering the roles of these actors (private for-profit enterprise, social enterprise
operators, charity, and government) in the context of the data collected for this research, we are
forced to evaluate claims that the green economy can be harnessed to “[improve] human wellbeing and social equity” and “[reduce] environmental risks” (United Nations Environmental
Program 2015). Translated specifically to AFNs, it is questionable whether the green economy
can provide equity in food access for consumers and support the environmentally-sensitive
practices of producers. There is an urgent need to improve food security from both a producer
and a consumer perspective, by a) revitalising local food production systems in an ecologically
and financially sustainable manner, and b) ensuring equitable access to appropriate food.
However, the data reported in this research fail to demonstrate that alternative food businesses
such as farmers’ markets, alternative food retail stores, co-ops, and food hubs aiming to generate
revenue are capable of balancing both concerns. Instead, claims of their potential to do so may
exist merely as a rhetorical form of greenwashing. These claims frame the green economy as a
simple solution for the wicked problems of food insecurity, or refer to supposed potential rather
than realised success. With political and economic constraints placing bounds on the top tier
(Figure 1), there may be no ability for it to grow to widen access for lower-income consumers.
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Private enterprise in the alternative food movement demonstrates little ability to restructure the
three-tiered food system.

7.3 Contributions, Limitations and Opportunities for Further Research
In light of the intense criticism surrounding exclusivity inside the alternative food
movement, as well as the well-documented failings of the voluntary sector to adequately rectify
food insecurity crises in Canada, I have sought to explore the barriers to wider inclusion for lowincome individuals into AFNs. By situating in British Columbia, my research contributes to a
relatively small, nascent body of food systems scholarship there. In so doing, I hope that this
work will provide the opportunity for more academic investigation within the British Columbian
food system.
I similarly hope that this work will encourage greater investigation of the subjects of this
work: low-income consumers themselves. In her related work on racial tensions in food systems,
Finney highlighted the diversity in data when responses were collected from white participants
speculating about black consumers versus the responses directly from the black consumers in
question (2006). Analogously, this research has focused on the barriers that businesses face in
attracting low-income consumers, but by investigating the barriers that consumers face, we may
find different problems requiring a different set of solutions. While this project has taken a
systems-level approach, it is incomplete because of its inability to incorporate the voices of the
consumers. Particularly, it would be fascinating to measure the extent to which low-income
shoppers see the businesses’ barriers as directly impacting them individually.
Furthermore, due to the specific characteristics of businesses eligible for participation,
this research had a relatively small sample size. For that reason, it was not possible to make
generalisations about contextual differences. Although respondents hinted about specifics in their
communities that impacted their businesses and their (in)ability to affect food justice, much more
could be investigated regarding rurality versus urbanity, demographic makeup, region, and other
community-specific factors. Similarly, a larger sample size would make the quantitative findings
reported here more robust and accurate.
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The smallest sample of all, but perhaps the most interesting moving forward, is the social
enterprise. Considering the challenging financial climate for non-profit organisations and
charities currently (Manwaring and Valentine 2011), social enterprise provides an advantageous
way for them to improve their ability and independence in achieving their social missions. But
because charities and non-profits have long been permitted to generate income in certain
pursuits, the adoption of social enterprise by for-profit businesses is a newer and perhaps more
compelling development. Unfortunately only one such operation participated in this research, so
there is little data to advance this conversation. But in light of this research conclusion, their role
is especially fascinating. Because this research found that traditional forms of market-based
private enterprises are largely incapable of addressing social issues of food access inequity, the
rise of for-profit social enterprise into this role demands attention. Perhaps with more input from
for-profit social enterprises, a different conclusion may be reached.

7.4 Conclusion
This research explored the key barriers preventing access to alternative food for all, in an
attempt to move beyond the explanation that price is the problem. Admittedly, economic
inequities and the costs of growing food sustainably certainly implicate this challenge. However,
this research also found that a lack of awareness or concern by business owners played an equal,
if not a larger, role in this problem. This speaks to the problematic way that food systems actors
envision food security as either one of two ends of a spectrum. By prioritising farmer livelihood
security and a thriving local food system, business representatives were found to be unaware of
the potential role they could have in addressing disparities in food access. For those that were
concerned, however, business operations posed barriers to implementing any strategies to engage
low-income consumers. Beyond the realm of the business, though, politics and societal attitudes
toward food also comprised barriers. Finally, feelings of stigma and exclusion and
appropriateness of foods in these shopping spaces were believed by business owners to
disincentivise low-income shoppers. This was corroborated by relevant research that spoke
directly with the shoppers in question (SPARC BC, Grandview Woodland Food Connection
2014). Each of these barriers must be seen as merely symptoms of a deeper issues though. In
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truth, inequitable access to alternative foods is one piece of a larger issue of developed-nation
food insecurity, income disparity and social inequality. Transforming these issues is utterly
critical, but it is something that the alternative food movement has paid little attention to.
Over the past two decades, the alternative food movement has begun to truly take shape,
transitioning away from its former countercultural status which was taken up only by a minority.
Today, it has matured into a legitimate system, acknowledged by marketers, corporations and
legislation. Because of this, we can afford to—or indeed, must—look more critically at its
shortcomings. Other scholars have pointed out that farm and food security may be incompatible
goals, “given that the need for cheap food seems at odds with the need for favorable farm
incomes” (Guthman, Morris, and Allen 2006, 663), and this research disappointingly concurs.
Participants in this research, working under market constraints of a for-profit business model,
were largely unable to address concerns of food insecurity for low-income consumers in more
than a token way. Despite the different circumstances and the nine years of alternative-food
evolution between this research and that of Guthman et al., this problem still exists. This is
enormously problematic, and points more clearly to the need for farmer livelihood security and
consumer food security to be addressed in harmony, ideally through a much-needed holistic
national food policy.

Alternative Food Networks: Moving Forward
Given the inevitable environmental collapse of the industrial food complex, the need for
robust alternative food networks is urgent. The alternative food movement can no longer be seen
as a “yuppie’s” hobby or a niche market. It needs to come into its own, and this means
recognising and rectifying its constraints and it structurally-rooted problems. Greater support in
terms of funding, incentives for sustainable practices, farmland preservation, and farmer support
is necessary to revitalise alternatives and create more robust, localised food economies,
especially in light of the looming farmer succession crisis in this study area.
Beyond these constraints, though, the system suffers from structurally-bound social
injustices. The undemocratic nature of its participation requirements is alarming. The alternative
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food system is designed and premised on a neoliberal platform, where individual choice is
championed as the agent for change. But when this is combined with higher price points, that
choice is only provided to the class that can afford it.
It is necessary to work toward a food system transition that dismantles the current threetiered hierarchy of food access. Ideally, the alternative food system in the top tier will grow as
the conventional food system inevitably falters and shrinks under the pressures of climate change
and resource depletion. Hopefully, too, the lower tier will condense as fewer people rely upon
emergency food. However, without acknowledgement of the barriers, and concerted efforts for
change at the ground level and structurally, the alternative food system can only grow to a
certain threshold. With the pressure for AFNs to grow, it is critical they are set up with the
capacity to do so. This means identifying and rectifying shortcomings now. Current political and
economic structures that preclude the ability to achieve a social mission within the green
economy are an appropriate place to start.
Canadians must collectively demand policy change to eradicate perpetual poverty causing
food insecurity in Canada and to create a food landscape that is more favourable for alternative
food production, distribution and sale. Until then, inequality in food access will persist, nowhere
more palpably than within the exclusive top tier of alternative food networks. One farmers’
market manager phrases the challenge simply. Without higher-level changes, he says, his
concern is useless, as it cannot lead to meaningful action. He says, “I know how important lowincome access to fresh foods is, but I don't know how to do that.”
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Appendix A, Part I: Phase 1 Questionnaire (Farmers’ Markets Participants)
Investigating Wider Consumer Inclusion and Access in Market-Based Food Initiatives
Survey for Farmers' Market Respondents
Thank you for your participation in this research. The aim of this survey is to gain a broad picture of a
variety of alternative-food initiatives around British Columbia. Most questions are limited-response,
requiring yes/no, multiple choice responses, or very short answers.
Some questions, however, ask you to provide more detail, and these will help to contextualize your
markets' individual circumstances.
After this questionnaire phase is complete, mid-summer, certain organizations may be contacted to
request a face-to-face interview. This will allow for deeper discussion some of the themes probed in this
initial survey. Participation is always optional.
Thank you for your participation! Your feedback is very valuable. There are 47 questions in this survey.

PART I: Operations:
How many years has the market been in operation? _____________________
Has it ever ceased operation for a season or more?

Yes

No

No answer

Has the market always remained in the same location?
Yes
No
No answer
If you answered "no" to the question above, how long has the market been located at its current location?
__________________________________________________________________________________
Why was the move necessary? _________________________________________________________
Is it located near businesses considered to be in competition?
Yes
No
No answer
If yes, what kinds of competition does it face?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Is the location RENTED/LEASED or OWNED?
Rented/Leased
Owned
No answer
IF it is OWNED, who owns it?
_________________________________________________________________________
Human Resources:
Select the one operation type which best describes your business:
Choose one of the following answers
Management (manager, director, board members) hold relatively stable, long-term positions
Management changes frequently
Other management setup (please describe briefly in the "comments" box)
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No answer
(if "other," please explain briefly)
_________________________________________________________________________________
Do you have paid staff?
Yes
No
No answer
If yes: how many staff are full-time, how many are part-time, and what are their roles?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
How many volunteers are involved in running the market per day? _________
If the market has committees doing work aside from that of the manager, briefly list or describe. If not
applicable, leave blank _______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Market Size: How many vendors did you have on an average market day in the 2013 season? (select
one)
1-15 vendors
16-30 vendors
30-50 vendors
50+ vendors
No answer
Roughly estimate what proportion of 2013 vendors sold the following items:
(Please report in percentages % and ensure total sums to 100%)
Percentage of All Vendors
Vendors primarily selling produce
Vendors primarily selling meats or eggs
Vendors primarily selling handmade goods
(crafts/woodwork/beauty products etc)
Vendors primarily selling prepared meals or baking
Other Vendors
Roughly estimate what proportion of 2013 vendors sell primarily locally-grown/produced foods
____________(Answer %)
Roughly estimate what proportion of 2013 vendors sell primarily organic (both certified or uncertified)
foods. ____________(Answer %)
Accessibility:
-Is the market

Indoors

Outdoors (Check any that apply)

- Is the market well-serviced by public transit, easily accessible for pedestrians or linked to safe bike
routes?

Yes

No

No answer
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-Please roughly estimate what proportion of customers drive to the market ____________(Answer %)
Funding:
In 2013, roughly estimate what percentage of your funding came from
the following sources (Please report in percentages % and ensure total
of the 8 options sums to 100%)
Percentage
Grants
Donations
Loans/lines of credit
Private investment
Co-operative member equity
Fees from vendors’ sales or booth rental rate
Fees from vendors’ membership/registration
Other (please inform)

Demographics:
As best as you can, please estimate the proportion of customers that
fall into the following categories (please ensure total sums to 100%)
Percentage
Under 30
30-65
Over 65
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
As best as you can, please estimate the proportion of customers that
fall into the following categories (please ensure total sums to 100%)
Percentage
Single
Single parent
Family
Couple (without children)
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
As best as you can, please estimate the proportion of customers that
fall into the following categories (please ensure total sums to 100%)
Percentage
Low Income
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Middle Class
High Income
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
As best as you can, please estimate the proportion of customers that
fall into the following categories (please ensure total sums to 100%)
Percentage
First-generation immigrants
Visible minority
Non-visible minority, non-recent immigrant
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
As best as you can, please estimate the proportion of customers that
fall into the following categories (please ensure total sums to 100%)
Percentage
Newcomer to the community or tourist
Long-term member of the community
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
Do you intentionally market toward a specific client type?

Yes

No

No answer

If you do, describe the kind of customers you market toward. If you don't, can you explain why not?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Part II: Priorities
*Reminder* All participation is completely voluntary. Your responses are helping to build a
comprehensive understanding of the scope of food initiatives across the province, but your answers
remain strictly confidential. We appreciate your participation
Rate your initiative’s priorities on the following seven concerns by ordering them from least important (7)
to most important (1). Please number each box in order of preference from 1 to 7
Rank
A thriving local food economy
Opportunities for small farmers
Equity in food access for all community members
Providing cheaper food or lowering the price of food
More agriculture in your community
Less hunger in your community
More public awareness about farming (addressing the disconnect between “farm
and fork”)
For the response you ranked #1, please describe why have you chosen it as the most important
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______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
For the response you ranked #7, please describe why have you chosen it as the least important
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The following statements are drawn from extensive research investigating discourses surrounding hunger
and poverty issues.
To what extent does your organization agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Low-income members of our community are...
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
Not interested in fresh/organic/healthy products
such as those grown by our local farmers
Not able to or lack the knowledge to prepare such
foods
Unaware of the benefits of such food
Desire such food but lack the financial resources to
purchase it
Able to buy such food, if they devoted more of their
budget toward it
Able to and willing to buy such food if it were less
expensive
If you desire to comment further on the above Agree-Disagree exercise, please do so here
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Would it be realistic to consider implementing new strategies aimed to attract low-income consumers?
Please choose all that apply:

Yes

No

Maybe

Please provide any comments, if you wish
EXAMPLES: Did the survey make you think of things but did not provide you a space to respond about
them? Are you interested in the themes this survey queried you about? Are you interested in this research
topic? Do you have complaints, commendations, queries or comments?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Thank you sincerely for your time completing this survey. Your participation is appreciated, and your
feedback is contributing to a valuable project strengthening the BC food system. It is helping build
academic and practical contributions useful to this field, and we are eager to begin analysis on the
participants' responses.
If you are interested, we may contact you in the coming months for further short involvement in the form
of a 45-minute interview.
Please do not hesitate to contact the researchers to follow up with the research, or provide comments of
any manner.
Kelly Hodgins, M.A. Candidate: hodginsk@uoguelph.ca
Dr. Evan Fraser, Research Supervisor: frasere@uoguelph.ca
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Appendix A, Part II: Phase 1 Questionnaire (Intermediary Participants)
Investigating Wider Consumer Inclusion and Access in Market-Based Food Initiatives
Intermediary Respondents
Thank you for your participation in this research. The aim of this survey is to gain a broad picture of a
variety of alternative-food initiatives around British Columbia. Most questions are limited-response,
requiring yes/no, multiple choice responses, or very short answers.
Some questions, however, ask you to provide more detail, and these will help to contextualize your
markets' individual circumstances.
After this questionnaire phase is complete, mid-summer, certain organizations may be contacted to
request a face-to-face interview. This will allow for deeper discussion some of the themes probed in this
initial survey. Participation is always optional.
Thank you for your participation! All of your feedback is very valuable
There are 46 questions in this survey

PART I: OPERATIONS
Operations:
What do you term your institutional model? (food hub, producer co-op, consumer co-op, distributor, retail
store, etc) _____________________________________________________
Is your primary focus (Please choose only one of the following):
to provide services for producers
to provide services for consumers
to provide services for both producers and consumers equally
The organisation works with food grown at which scale of production? Please choose all that apply:
Small-scale agriculture

Mid-scale agriculture

Large-scale agriculture

Do you offer any of the following? (Select all that apply)
For organisations in the planning/conceptual stages, do you plan to offer any of the following? Please
choose all that apply:
Storage facilities for local farmers’ goods
Processing facilities for local farmers’ goods
Labelling/source maintenance on local products
Marketing, business services for growers
Direct sales to consumers
Farmers’ Market
Retail store
Mobile market truck
Direct sales other than Farmers' Market, Retail store, or mobile market truck
Sales to institutions wholesale
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Food Box program
Outreach and education (workshops for consumers and/or producers)
Please answer one of the following two questions, as appropriate
For existing organisations: How many years has your initiative been in operation?
__________________________________________________________________________
For organisations in planning stages: How long has the initiative been in the planning process?
__________________________________________________________________________
Select the one operation type which best describes your business: Please choose only one of the
following:
Management (manager, director, board members) hold relatively stable, long-term positions
Management changes frequently
Other management setup (please describe briefly in the "comments" box)
If "other," please explain briefly__________________________________________
Select your organisation's primary function. Add a comment if necessary to explain
Please choose only one of the following:
Farm-to-business/Farm-to-institution (chiefly wholesale).
Farm-to-consumer (direct marketing)
Hybrid
Make a comment on your choice here: (optional) ______________________________________

Human Resources:
Do you have paid staff?
For organisations in the planning/conceptual stages, will you have paid staff?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
If yes: how many staff are full-time, how many are part-time, and what are their roles?
For organisations in the planning/conceptual stages, estimate for the first year of operation: how
many staff do you anticipate will work full-time, how many will work part-time, and (briefly) what
will their roles be?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
If volunteers play a role in the organisation, please indicate their roles and the extent of their work.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
How many hours of work do volunteers donate per week? ________________________
For organisations in planning/conceptual stages, how many hours per week will volunteers contribute in
the first year? What kinds of things will they do? __________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Accessibility:
Is the location convenient for producers to deliver and for consumers to visit (perhaps even without a
car?) Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Please comment on any other challenges arising from the site location, if they exist:
___________________________________________________________________________
Business:
Legal Structure (select the one description appropriate to your business)
Please choose only one of the following:
Non-profit (e.g developing out of community-based initiatives)
Privately-owned
Cooperative (held by consumers or producers)
Publicly-held (e.g. if a municipal farmers' market carries out food hub activities)
Other (please briefly note)
Make a comment on your choice here (optional):
___________________________________________________________________________

Funding:
For 2013, roughly estimate what percentage of your funding came from the following sources.
For organisations in conceptual/planning stages, roughly estimate what percentage of your funding will
come from the following sources in your first year of operation.
(Please report in percentages % and ensure total sums to 100%)
Percentage (%)
Grants
Donations
Loans/lines of credit
Private investment
Co-operative member equity
Revenue
In the question above, if you indicated that you receive grants or donations, please briefly indicate the
source of these funds (to the extent that you are comfortable)
______________________________________________________________________________
Customer Demographics:
As best as you can, please estimate the proportion of customers that fall into the following categories
(please ensure total sums to 100%)
For organisations in the conceptual/planning stages, please estimate the anticipated customer profile, if
you feel confident doing so. It is recognised that your responses are speculative.
Percentage
Under 30
30-65
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Percentage
Over 65
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
Percentage
Single
Single with Children
Family
Couple without Children
Wholesale buyers (retailers purchasing with the intent to re-sell)
Institutional buyers (universities, offices, hospitals, schools for internal use)
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
Other
Percentage
Low Income
Middle Class
High Income
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
Percentage
First-generation immigrant
Visible minority
Non-visible minority, non-recent immigrant
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
Percentage
Newcomer to the community
Long-term member of the community
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
Do you intentionally market toward a specific client type? Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
If you do, describe the kind of customers you market toward. If you don't, can you explain why not?
___________________________________________________________________
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Part II: Priorities
*Reminder* All participation is completely voluntary. Your responses are helping to build a
comprehensive understanding of the scope of food initiatives across the province, but your answers
remain strictly confidential. We appreciate your participation
Rate your initiative’s priorities on the following seven concerns by ordering them from least important (7)
to most important (1).
Please number each box in order of preference from 1 to 7
Rank
A thriving local food economy
Opportunities for small farmers
Equity in food access for all community members
Providing cheaper food or lowering the price of food
More agriculture in your community
Less hunger in your community
More public awareness about farming (addressing the disconnect between “farm
and fork”)
For the response you ranked #1, please describe why have you chosen it as the most important
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
For the response you ranked #7, please describe why have you chosen it as the least important
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The following statements are drawn from extensive research investigating discourses surrounding hunger
and poverty issues.
To what extent does your organization agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Low-income members of our community are...
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
Not interested in fresh/organic/healthy products
such as those grown by our local farmers
Not able to or lack the knowledge to prepare such
foods
Unaware of the benefits of such food
Desire such food but lack the financial resources to
purchase it
Able to buy such food, if they devoted more of their
budget toward it
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Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
Able to and willing to buy such food if it were less
expensive
If you desire to comment further on the above Agree-Disagree exercise, please do so here
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Would it be realistic to consider implementing new strategies aimed to attract low-income consumers?
Please choose all that apply:

Yes

No

Maybe

Programs:
The following section gives examples of some innovative community programs offered by some local-food
initiatives across the continent.
It is understood that few may be applicable to you. For that reason, do not invest extensive energy in your
answers, but please answer with a few words. These help deepen understanding of your context,
opportunities, and barriers.
Are you carrying out:
Any program/initiative that offers subsidized, lower-cost, or free foods for low-income customers
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Education for the community (farm tours, demonstration gardens/greenhouses, workshops in canning,
cooking, gardening, composting, pruning, etc.)
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Education for producers (classes on marketing, workshops with experts, for example)
or
Services for producers (aggregation and sale to large markets, processing facilities, marketing etc)
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Food box programs or bulk ordering clubs?
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Drop-in community meals?
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Public lectures, film nights or festivals?
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Kids’ food/cooking/gardening programs?
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Partnerships with emergency food providers such as food banks, community kitchens, churches?
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
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Social enterprise or business development/incubation initiatives for farmers or other community
members
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Programs involving community members in food production (for example, community gardens,
school garden partnerships, or urban agriculture initiatives)
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Other community programs (social justice/civic advocacy club, peer-mentoring, crisis help)
If yes: when did you start? Can you tell me a bit about how successful is it?
If no: would it be potentially feasible in your operations? Why or why not?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Are you carrying out:
Any other community programs similar in nature to those listed here, but not mentioned?
Can you please tell me a bit about the programs, their history and their successes or challenges?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Make a comment on your choice here: ___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Please provide any further comments, if you wish
EXAMPLES: Did the survey make you think of things but did not provide you a space to respond about
them? Are you interested in the themes this survey queried you about? Are you interested in this research
topic? Do you have complaints, commendations, queries or comments?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Thank you sincerely for your time completing this survey. Your participation is appreciated, and your
feedback is contributing to a valuable project strengthening the BC food system. It is helping build
academic and practical contributions useful to this field, and we are eager to begin analysis on the
participants' responses.
If you are interested, we may contact you in the coming months for further short involvement in the form
of a 45-minute interview.
Please do not hesitate to contact the researchers to follow up with the research, or provide comments of
any manner.
Kelly Hodgins, M.A. Candidate: hodginsk@uoguelph.ca
Dr. Evan Fraser, Research Supervisor: frasere@uoguelph.ca
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Appendix A, Part III: Phase 1 Questionnaire (Social Enterprise Participants)
Investigating Wider Consumer Inclusion and Access in Market-Based Food Initiatives
Social Enterprise Respondents
Thank you for your participation in this research. The aim of this survey is to gain a broad picture of a
variety of alternative-food initiatives around British Columbia. Most questions are limited-response,
requiring yes/no, multiple choice responses, or very short answers.
Some questions, however, ask you to provide more detail, and these will help to contextualize your
markets' individual circumstances.
After this questionnaire phase is complete, mid-summer, certain organizations may be contacted to
request a face-to-face interview. This will allow for deeper discussion some of the themes probed in this
initial survey. Participation is always optional. Thank you for your participation! All of your feedback is
very valuable

Part I: Operations
The organisation works with food grown at which scale of production?
Please choose all that apply:
Small-scale

Mid-sized

Large-scale

How many years has your social enterprise initiative been in operation? _________________
If the social enterprise initiative arose out of an existing non-profit organization or charity, how many
years has that non-profit organization been in operation?
___________________________________________________________________________
Is it located near businesses considered to be in competition?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
If yes, what kinds of competition does it face?
_________________________________________________________________________
Is the location RENTED/LEASED or OWNED? Please choose only one of the following:
Rented/Leased
Owned
If it is OWNED, who owns it? (answer below)
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Roughly estimate what proportion of the food is
(report in percentage %)
Local
Organic (either certified or uncertified)

______________________________
______________________________

Leadership:
Select the one operation type which best describes the management of your social enterprise
Please choose only one of the following:
Management (manager, director, board members) hold relatively stable, long-term positions
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Management changes frequently
Other management arrangement (please describe briefly below)
___________________________________________________________________________

Human Resources:
Do you have paid staff? Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
If yes: how many staff are full-time, how many are part-time, and what are their roles?
___________________________________________________________________________
If volunteers play a role in the social enterprise operations, please indicate their roles and the extent of
their work. How many hours of work do volunteers donate per week?
______________________________________________________________________________
Business Model:
Is your social enterprise embedded in a charitable organization? Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
IF YES, do you:
Please choose only one of the following:
operate the social enterprise within the non-profit charitable organization?
operate the social enterprise through a separately established non-profit or co-op?
operate the social enterprise through a separately established for-profit business?
According to the CRA enterprise categories, describe your business:
Please choose only one of the following:
The social enterprise is a charitable program in its own right
The social enterprise is a related business (nature of the business is linked and subordinate to
the charity’s overarching purpose; OR business is run by charity’s volunteers)
The social enterprise is an unrelated business (housed outside your charity’s legal structure
and owned by your parent organization)
Other

Funding:
In 2013, roughly estimate what percentage of your funding came from the following sources
(Please report in percentages % and ensure total sums to 100%)
Percentage
Grants
Donations
Loans/lines of credit
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Percentage
Private investment
Other (please inform in comments box)
If you reported funding from donations or grants, please describe the source of these, to the extent to
which you are comfortable
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
The social enterprise currently generates an income to help offset ____ percent of the costs of the entire
organization? Please choose only one of the following:
0-5%
6-25%
26-50%
51-75%
76-100%

Customer Demographics:
It is understood that your organisation works to provide opportunities for marginalized or low-income
community-members by making profits through a social enterprise that attracts a set of customers who
represent a different demographic. The next two questions pertain to those customers.
If this understanding is incorrect, please clarify here; otherwise, continue.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
As best as you can, please estimate the proportion of customers that fall into the following categories
(please ensure total sums to 100%)
Percentage
Individual citizens
Local, independent businesses
Companies (branches in many cities)
Institutions (schools, hospitals etc)
Other
Percentage
Low Income
Middle Class
High Income
I don't know/Impossible to estimate
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Do you intentionally market toward a specific client type? Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
If you do, describe the kind of customers you market toward. If you don't, can you explain why not?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Part II: Priorities
*Reminder* All participation is completely voluntary. Your responses are helping to build a
comprehensive understanding of the scope of food initatives across the province, but your answers
remain strictly confidential. We appreciate your participation
Rate your organization's priorities on the following seven concerns by ordering them from least important
(7) to most important (1).
Please number each box in order of preference from 1 to 7
A thriving local food economy
Opportunities for small farmers
Equity in food access for all community members
Providing cheaper food or lowering the price of food
More agriculture in your community
More public awareness about farming (addressing the disconnect between “farm & fork”)
Less hunger in your community
For the response you ranked #1, please describe why have you chosen it as the most important
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
For the response you ranked #7, please describe why have you chosen it as the least important
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
The following statements are drawn from extensive research investigating discourses surrounding hunger
and poverty issues.
To what extent does the management agree or disagree with the following statements? Low-income
members of our community are...
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Strongly
Strongly No
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
Agree
answer
Not interested in
fresh/organic/healthy products
such as those grown by our local
farmers
Not able to or lack the
knowledge to prepare such
foods
Unaware of the benefits of such
food
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Desire such food but lack the
financial resources to purchase
it
Able to buy such food, if they
devoted more of their budget
toward it
Able to and willing to buy such
food if it were less expensive
If you wish to add additional comments on the agree/disagree exercise, please do so here:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Would it be realistic to implement new strategies aimed to procure more locally-grown, sustainablygrown, and/or organic foods? (Select "not applicable" if you are a business that grows food)
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
Maybe
Not Applicable
If you selected "no" (it would be unfeasible to consider procuring more local or organic ingredients),
please describe the barriers making their procurement unfeasible.
Please try to list all of the barriers you can think of that impact your organisation.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Rate in importance the following qualities in the food you provide (5=integral; 1=no importance
whatsoever)
Please choose the one (1) most appropriate response for each item:
1
2
3
4
5
Local
Certified Organic
Affordable
Sustainably-grown

Thank you sincerely for your time completing this survey. Your participation is appreciated, and your
feedback is contributing to a very valuable project strengthening the BC food system. It is helping build
academic and practical contributions useful to this field, and we are eager to begin analysis on the
participants' responses.
If you are interested, we may contact you in the coming months for further short involvement in the form
of a 45-minute interview.
Please do not hesitate to contact the researchers to follow up with the research, or provide comments of
any sort.
Kelly Hodgins, M.A. Candidate: hodginsk@uoguelph.ca
Dr. Evan Fraser, Research Supervisor: frasere@uoguelph.ca
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Appendix B: Analysis of Questionnaire Data
(For the Selection of Phase 2 Participants)

Section One:
Evaluating Concern

As part of the questionnaires completed in Phase 1, survey respondents demonstrated
their business priorities by organising seven concerns about the food system from 1 (most
important) to 7 (least important). Thirty of the 38 participating farmers’ markets and
intermediaries completed this. The results of this ranking exercise is shown in Table A1.
Concerns about the Contemporary Food System
As Ranked by Farmers' Market & Intermediary Business Respondents
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Name
Int_1
Int_2
Int_3
Int_4
Int_5
Int_6
Int_7
Int_8
Int_9
FM_1
FM_2
FM_3
FM_4
FM_5
FM_6
FM_7
FM_8
FM_9
FM_10
FM_11
FM_12
FM_13
FM_14
FM_15
FM_16
FM_17
FM_18
FM_19
FM_20
FM_21
FM_22
FM_23
FM_24
FM_25
FM_26

Priority 1
Local Food
Local Food
Equitable Access
Local Food
More Ag
Local Food

Priority 2
Priority 3
Priority 4
Priority 5
Priority 6
Priority 7
Farming Opportunities
More Ag
Cheaper Food
Equitable Access Less Hunger
Public Awareness
Farming Opportunities
More Ag
Public Awareness Equitable Access Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Cheaper Food
Less Hunger
Local Food
Public Awareness Farming Opportunities
More Ag
More Ag
Farming Opportunities
Equitable Access Less Hunger
Public Awareness Cheaper Food
Farming Opportunities
Local Food
Public Awareness Less Hunger
Equitable Access Cheaper Food
Farming Opportunities
Equitable Access More Ag
Public Awareness Less Hunger
Cheaper Food

Farming Opportunities
Local Food
More Ag
Public Awareness Equitable Access Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Local Food
Public Awareness Farming Opportunities
Equitable AccessMore Ag
Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Local Food
Farming Opportunities
Equitable Access Less Hunger
Public Awareness More Ag
Cheaper Food
Local Food
Farming Opportunities
More Ag
Public Awareness Equitable Access Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Farming Opportunities
Public Awareness Local Food
More Ag
Equitable Access Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Public Awareness More Ag
Local Food
Farming Opportunities
Less Hunger
Equitable Access Cheaper Food
Local Food
Equitable Access More Ag
Public Awareness Less Hunger
Farming Opportunities
Cheaper Food
Farming Opportunities
Public Awareness More Ag
Local Food
Equitable Access
Public Awareness Local Food
Farming Opportunities
More Ag
Equitable Access
Public Awareness Farming Opportunities
Local Food
Equitable Access More Ag
Farming Opportunities
Local Food
More Ag
Public Awareness Equitable Access
Farming Opportunities
Equitable Access Less Hunger
Public Awareness More Ag
More Ag
Local Food
Public Awareness Farming Opportunities
Equitable Access
Local Food
Farming Opportunities
Public Awareness More Ag
Equitable Access

Cheaper Food
Less Hunger
Less Hunger
Less Hunger
Local Food
Less Hunger
Cheaper Food

Farming Opportunities
More Ag
Local Food
Public Awareness Equitable Access
Farming Opportunities
More Ag
Local Food
Public Awareness Equitable Access
Local Food
Farming Opportunities
Public Awareness More Ag
Equitable Access
Public Awareness Local Food
Equitable Access Farming Opportunities
More Ag
Farming Opportunities
Public Awareness Local Food
More Ag
Equitable Access
Local Food
Equitable Access Farming Opportunities
Public Awareness Less Hunger
Local Food
Farming Opportunities
Public Awareness More Ag
Equitable Access
Farming Opportunities
Equitable Access Less Hunger
More Ag
Local Food

Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Cheaper Food
Less Hunger
Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
More Ag
Cheaper Food
Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Public Awareness Cheaper Food

Local Food
Local Food
Local Food

Farming Opportunities
Equitable Access More Ag
Public Awareness Less Hunger
Equitable Access Farming Opportunities
Public Awareness More Ag
Cheaper Food
Farming
More Ag
Equitable Access Less Hunger
Public

Legend
Concerns about the food system
A thriving local food economy
More opportunities for small farmers
Equity in food access for all community members
Providing cheaper food or lowering the price of food
More agriculture in your community
Less hunger in your community
More public awareness about farming
Business Type
Farmers Market
Intermediary

Abbreviated Version
Local Food
Farming Opportunities
Equitable Access
Cheaper Food
More Ag
Less Hunger
Public Awareness
Abbreviated Version
FM
Int

Figure A 1: Concerns about the contemporary food system: rankings

Less Hunger
Cheaper Food
Cheaper Food
Cheaper Food
Cheaper Food
Cheaper Food
Less Hunger

Cheaper Food
Less Hunger
Cheaper Food

*Concerns related to food justice
highlighted in grey
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Overall, the concerns related to food justice were given low priority. On a scale of seven,
the concern for "equitable food access for all community members” was ranked fifth and "less
hunger in your community" was ranked sixth (calculated from 31 complete responses). However,
there was considerable variation and some instances where these concerns were given much
greater attention. For example, one organisation ranked “equitable access” as their top priority,
and three placed “less hunger” as their third-highest priority. Therefore, it was necessary to
evaluate these rankings by standardising them against the average for the entire sample. Thus, to
identify the organisations with a relatively strong commitment to hunger and equity, I
constructed an "awareness index" where I used the following equation:
Rank specific organization gave to
“equitable access to food”
___________________________________________ ___________________________________________

Average rank from all organizations for the
priority “equitable access to food”
_____

+

Rank specific organization gave to “less
hunger in your community”
___________________________________________ ___________________________________________

Average rank from all organizations for the
priority “less hunger in your community”
_____

Results are plotted in Figure A2.
Standardised, Aggregated Social
Awareness Score

Social Awareness Score: Farmers' Markets and Intermediaries
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2

Figure A 2: Social Awareness Score: Farmers' Markets and Intermediaries

Evaluating Action

I suspected that respondents’ articulated concern for social issues might differ from their
actual implementation of related activities. As such, it was necessary to intersect the
“Awareness” scores with a “Behaviour” score—one which measured their offering of activities,
programs or outreach for the benefit of the community. Information on “Behaviour” was
collected by asking participants to describe initiatives that they offer, guided by 13 general
categories (for example: consumer education, children’s programming, free
festivals/lectures/film screenings, community meals etc.). 30 of 36 respondents shared this
information. After filtering for inapplicable responses (i.e. description of projects carried out in
the past, or desire to offer a program but no specific plans in place), the number of unique
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initiatives offered by each business was tallied. This was standardised with the equation that
follows, and results are plotted in Figure A2.
(Number of unique community-engagement activities offered by specific business)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(Average number of unique community-engagement activities offered by all businesses)

Community Activities Offered
(Standardised)

Behaviour Score: Offering of Community Activities
Farmers' Markets and Intermediaries
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
-2
-4

Figure A 3: Behaviour Score: Farmers' Markets and Intermediaries

By standardising the “Behaviour” value and totalling it with the “Awareness” score, each
participant received an overall “Engagement” score (see Figure A3).
Businesses' "Engagement" with Food Justice

Engagement Score

Aggregated "Social Awareness" and "Behaviour" Values
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

Figure A 4: "Engagement" scores for Farmers’ Markets and Intermediaries, quantified through analysis of survey responses
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Section Two:
In addition to determining which businesses would be suitable for deeper research, the
data collected in Phase One also provided the basis for the barriers which ultimately emerged out
of this research. This was done by analysing the ranking of concerns (Table 1), evaluating
participants’ responses to questions about low-income consumers (second-last question in
questionnaires, Appendix A), and coding for reported barriers within participants’ short-answer
responses. From these analyses (halfway through data collection), the main barriers appeared to
be:
 Little thought about low-income consumers
 Business operation challenges
 Costs of growing alternatively, resulting in high-cost products
 High costs of running a business
 Shopping habits of consumers that are accustomed to grocery store convenience
 Stigmas possibly experienced by consumers
 Access (especially to farmers’ markets)
Equipped with these barriers as a guide, I designed guiding questions for semi-structured
interviews. These were used in in-depth interviews in Phase Two of the research (see Section
3.5.3).
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Appendix C: Guiding Questions for Semi-Structured Interviews (Phase Two)
Food Hub
1.

Farmers’ Market

Social Enterprise

Context & Perceptions of the issues faced by farmers and customers
Describe the economic
Describe the economic
Describe the economic
situation for the farmers
situation for the farmers for
situation for the farmers
who you service
whom you provide a market. from whom you source.

2.

Describe the customers you attract. Are these the type of consumers you prefer most?

3.

Do you think that your operation maximizes utilization of alternative/sustainable/
organic/local foods? If it has capacity for more, what are the barriers to this becoming
reality?

4.

To what extent do your
customers demand organic
foods, local foods, and/or
sustainably-grown foods?
a) Is it easy to convince
them that your products
provide these qualities
or are they suspicious
and discerning? If so,
could you explain what
the customers are
attentive to or concerned
about?

5.

What indicators (if any) do you use to monitor your economic, social and environmental
success?

6.

If you measure your success
in ways other than profits
(i.e. Canadian SROI
n/a
n/a
Network; Demonstrating
Value Toolkit), what do you
use and can you describe
some key results?
Low-Income Access and Inclusion; Barriers/Successes
Do you see any way that your services or products could be even more available to lessprivileged low-income consumers in your community?
a) Have you tried any strategies to these ends? Can you tell me about them?

7.

8.

These are examples of some
programs carried out by

Are your consumers most
concerned about the cost of
your products, the qualities
they provide, or other factors?

No food hubs broke even
(although one was projecting

If less than 100% of your
products are organic,
sustainably-grown or local,
do you think your customers
are aware of this, or do they
attribute such qualities onto
products that are not?

“
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9.

other food organizations.
a gross profit for the year
Most are supported by
2013, after five years of
grants, the government, so
operation). This meant that
they have a different
they relied on grants and
governance and funding
donations to support
structure than you. Are there continued program operation.
any programs in this list (or Do you have fully developed
others which you have heard revenue sources?
of) that are attractive to
you? Would any have
How do you fund these
potential to be feasible?
programs? Is it you who
1. Market or mobile food
subsidizes them? Is it
market truck
customers? Is it farmers?
2. Subsidized lowered food
prices for qualifying
low-income customers
3. Food box program
4. Free food hampers for
low-income individuals
5. Outreach and education
6. Workshops for
consumers
7. Cooking Classes
8. Local farm tours
9. Community meals
10. Free public lectures
11. Kids’
food/cooking/gardening
programs
12. Community Gardens
13. Partnership with or
distribution to
emergency food
providers
14. Other community
engagement programs
(social justice club,
peer-mentoring, crisis
help)
If you were to propose a community program such as one
listed above, how would the rest of your organization view
the proposal?
a) How would the farmers you serve respond?

10. Do you think that any of
these programs could

a) Which programs?

If you were to propose a
community program such as
one listed above, how would
the rest of your organization
view the proposal?
b) Why not?
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realistically attract lowincome people in your
community?
11. How much do low-income
community members want
to get more involved and
have access to the local,
organic or sustainable foods
you offer?

How much do low-income
community members want to
get more involved and have
access to the local, organic or
sustainable foods you offer?

Do you think that the lowincome community
members you serve want
you to provide a greater
amount of local, organic or
sustainable foods?
Does this differ from the
wealthier consumers you
serve (if applicable)?

12. With respect to any low-income community members who don’t frequent your business,
can you provide insights regarding why?
13. Do you think that wider access and inclusion for socially marginalized communitymembers has potential to strengthen the local food economy/system?
By contrast, in what ways do you think that attempting to create wider access and inclusion
for socially marginalized community-members might be an exercise in futility, using
valuable time and resources, and ultimately weakening the local food economy/system?
“
14. What circumstances would be necessary to implement
What circumstances would
programs like the example ones listed above (e.g. secure
be necessary to increase
funding, a guarantee that there would be consumer take-up, a your provision of organic,
loan or start-up grant, support from the rest of the
local, and/or sustainably
organization, space, co-operation with another organization
grown foods to low-income
offering such programming in town etc.)
community members?
14. Would a change in political parties advance any of your business’ goals? Explain?
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Appendix D: Information Letter and Consent Form (Phase One)

Name
Address

City, BC
Postal Code
Invitation to Participate in Research
Investigating Wider Consumer Inclusion and Access in Market-Based Food Initiatives
Dear (Name)
I seek to invite participation by your farmers’ market manager in a research project exploring the barriers
to and opportunities to integrating low-income or marginalized consumers more widely into market-based
food initiatives. The main investigator is Kelly Hodgins, a graduate student in the Department of
Geography at the University of Guelph. The academic advisor for the study is Dr. Evan Fraser. Results
will contribute to the completion of the student researcher’s (Kelly Hodgins) master’s thesis. This
research project has been sponsored by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada.
Purpose of the Study
To determine opportunities and barriers faced by businesses when trying to provide local and organic
food to low-income consumers.
The study aims to collect responses from local-food based businesses across BC. As such research has not
yet been done in BC, or for that matter, Canada, your participation will be highly valuable in creation of a
more comprehensive understanding of the local/alternative food system.
If you agree to participate in this study, you:
 Will be asked to complete a one-time survey carried out by telephone (maximum 50 minutes)
detailing your market’s operations, the programs it offers or could offer, and the priorities your
operation holds with regards to local food, small farmers, agriculture, and community.
To accommodate time-constrained participants, we have added an e-survey. This is quicker to complete
and allows participants to pause and resume later. While we prefer the telephone method, please request
the electronic option if it is more suitable.



May also be invited to participate in one follow-up 30-45 minute face-to-face interview with the
student researcher Kelly Hodgins at a later date. This will give you and her the ability to discuss
more deeply the barriers to implementing social or community programming while supporting
alternative agriculture. Such follow up, like the survey, is entirely voluntary.

If a representative from your business is willing to participate in the telephone or internet
survey, please reply to this email (hodginsk@uoguelph.ca) as soon as possible in order to
arrange a convenient time to carry it out.
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Rights of Study Participants
Participants may withdraw consent at any time and discontinue participation. Participants are not waiving
any legal claims, rights or remedies through participation in this research study. This study has been
reviewed and received ethics clearance through the University of Guelph Research Ethics Board. If you
have questions regarding research participant rights, contact:
Director, Research Ethics
University of Guelph
437 University Centre
Guelph, ON N1G 2W1

Telephone: (519) 824-4120, ext. 56606
E-mail: sauld@uoguelph.ca
Fax: (519) 821-5236

If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact:
Kelly Hodgins, B.A.
M.A. Candidate, University of Guelph

hodginsk@uoguelph.ca

Dr. Evan Fraser
Department of Geography
University of Guelph, Guelph ON
519 824 4120 ext 53011
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Appendix E: Information Letter and Consent Form (Phase Two)
Consent to Participate in Research
Investigating Wider Consumer Inclusion and Access in Market-Based Food Initiatives
Thank you for considering this invitation to participate in a research project exploring the barriers to
integrating low-income or marginalized consumers more widely into market-based food initiatives. The
main investigator is Kelly Hodgins, a graduate student in the Department of Geography at the University
of Guelph. The academic advisor for the study is Dr. Evan Fraser. Results will contribute to the
completion of the student researcher’s (Kelly Hodgins) master’s thesis. This research project has been
sponsored by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada.
Purpose of the Study
To determine opportunities and barriers faced by businesses when trying to provide local and sustainablygrown food to low-income consumers.
If you agree to participate in the 2nd phase of this study, you:
 Have a knowledgeable and long-term staff member participate in a one-time follow-up 30-60
minute interview. Content of the conversation will focus on:
o the ways in which you try to support small, local farmers and food-insecure consumers.
o the successes you have had in these pursuits
o the challenges you have encountered or still face in these pursuits
 Provide the researcher (Kelly Hodgins) a short tour to provide a deeper understanding of your
context and operations
 Participate between July 14th and August 26th, 2014.

It is now normal practice at the University of Guelph to inform all study participants of their rights
and our obligations. Please note the following items:
 There are no risks or discomforts associated with this research.
 There is no payment for your participation.
 In contrast to Phase 1, your business name will not remain confidential, but instead, be used in
reporting this research. This is done to help readers, including other organizations and businesses
learn about you and garner advice from your successes. Your own name will not be published.
o If you so choose, you may request anonymity. If requested, every effort will be made to
ensure confidentiality of any identifying information that is obtained in connection with
this study. All answers connected with the interview and site visit will be will be used
solely for the research purpose and your name will not be associated with your responses
or released at any time.
 Your participation in the study is entirely voluntary and you may withdraw at any time without
consequences of any kind. You may request to have your answers removed from the study. You
may refuse to answer any question and still remain in the study. The researcher reserves the right
to disregard your data should circumstances arise which require this.
I consent to the release of my business name in references to its operations in any publications and
presentations related to this research.
Yes ☐ No ☐
Audio Recording
If you consent, interviews may be audio-recorded for purposes of preparing accurate summaries; these
will be erased within 6 months of the interview. Participants will have the right to stop the interview at
any time. They will have the right to review transcripts and to change/withdraw answers at any time until
September 05 2014, when analysis will commence.
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I consent to be recorded during any interviews in which I participate.
Yes ☐ No ☐
I consent for extracts from the recordings to be included in publications and presentations
Yes ☐ No ☐
Photo Documentation
If you consent, photographs will be taken for additional documentation and reporting purposes.
Photographs that reveal individuals’ identities will not be published. Other photographs may be used in
the published thesis and related presentations.
I consent to be photographed and the photos to be viewed by the researchers. Yes ☐ No ☐
I consent for photos of my business/organization to be viewed by people other than the researchers,
provided the images do not reveal identities of my staff, customers, volunteers, or any other
individual.
Yes ☐ No ☐
Rights of Study Participants
You may withdraw your consent at any time and discontinue your participation. You are not waiving any
legal claims, rights or remedies because of your participation in this research study. This study has been
reviewed and received ethics clearance through the University of Guelph Research Ethics Board. If you
have questions regarding your rights as a research participant, contact:
Director, Research Ethics
University of Guelph
437 University Centre
Guelph, ON N1G 2W1

Telephone: (519) 824-4120, ext. 56606
E-mail: sauld@uoguelph.ca
Fax: (519) 821-5236

SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANT
I have read the information provided for the study “Investigating Diverse Producer-Consumer Perceptions
and Expectations in Local Food Initiatives” as described herein. My questions have been answered to my
satisfaction and I agree to participate in the study. I have been given a copy of this form.
________________________
Name of Participant (Print)

________________________
Signature

___________
Date

________________________
Name of Witness (Print)

________________________
Signature

___________
Date

If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact:
Kelly Hodgins
Dr. Evan Fraser
MA Candidate, University of Guelph
Department of Geography
hodginsk@uoguelph.ca
University of Guelph, Guelph ON
519 824 4120 ext 530

